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A Letter From The President 
Dear Friends and Fellow Alumni, 
As my tenure in the Office of President draws to a 
close, I should like to thank you for the enthusiastic 
cooperation and the much needed support freely 
given to assure the existence of a strong and continuing 
alumni during the coming years. 
It is only because of this interest and participation 
that a firm foundation could be laid for our continuance 
as an active but separate entity of Thomas Jefferson 
University. 
Attendance at Alumni Day was the highest ever 
and the enthusiasm of each class was heart-warming, 
as was the participation in the business meeting. It is this spirit of togetherness that assures 
me of continual and on-going association. 
In closing, may I say that it has been an honor and a privilege to once again serve you in 
the capacity of President, especially during this time of transition in the closing of our 
school. 
May your pride in being a Jefferson graduate sustain you always. 
Perma E. Davis, R.N. 
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School of Nursing Annual Report to the 
Alumni Association 1980-1981 
Survival, Quality of Life and Crises Resolution are 
terms common to the nursing profession. Each denotes 
learning from the past, making the most of the present 
and hoping in the future - in a word, change. Each de-
scribes an aspect of the School's arrival at this historic 
moment! 
We have survived for 91 years, thanks to -
Administrative, Alumni and School of Nursing 
Department (Women's Board) support; 
Medical Staff, Nursing Service and Patient Cooper-
ation; 
Faculty Loyalty, Foresightedness and Innovation 
And 
Student Determination. 
We have contributed to the quality of life through pre-
paring 5087 competent, caring, committed professional 
nurses who have earned for themselves and their Alma 
Mater a reputation for clinical excellence, surpassed by 
few. This reputation should continue for generations. 
We have resolved our crises - Major and Minor : 
Shortened skirts; 
Shortened work weeks, holidays and week-ends 
off; 
Shortened program with expanded content; 
State Board and N LN Accreditation visits and 
reports; 
Flower Children, Women's Lib, married students, 
male students, co-ed dorms, students attempting 
to dress Dr. S. Gross in their uniforms, swimming 
in the Otter Pond and finally; 
Lack of qualified applicants in the numbers to 
which we were accustomed. 
Our survival did not take place in a vacuum. It took 
place in time and history which is clearly described by 
Andrew Shearer in his work commissioned by Dean Law-
rence Abrams in December 1981. 
Within a few months the history of the School will be 
published. Your response to the questionnaire was over-
whelming and we appreciate your cooperation in helping 
to make this project as complete and accurate as possible. 
We sent out approximately 3000 questionnaires and over 
900 completed ones were returned. All of your comments 
were tallied, pictures screened and memorabilia categorized. 
Working in cooperation with author Andrew Shearer, a 
Faculty Committee and I have dug through the Archives, 
dusted the stacks and devoured hundreds of printed pages. 
Needless to say, not everything unearthed by you and us 
can be included in this monumental work. 
Mr. Shearer has attempted to put into the context of 
world events, events at Jefferson. As you read the history, 
I dare say, your memory will add color that no author's 
pen could add. 
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A BIT OF NOSTALGIA 1982 
(Left to right), Doris Bowman; Kathleen Santangelo (from 
1959 to 1982); Ellen Holohan (from early 30's to 1959); 
Linda Yarnall (from 1891 to early 30's) and Judith 
Kreemer (seated). 
In addition to the final proofreading of the history, 
Mrs. Casey and I will be microfiching records, preparing 
files for the Archives, redistributing furniture and equip-
ment, etc., during the summer. All of our graduate records 
are now on microfiche but other permanent records are yet 
to be done. 
At the Closing Exercises following Commencement on 
Thursday, June 10, 1982, three students appeared with me 
to present a facsimile copy of the history of the school to 
the University . The students were modeling three sets of 
uniforms, representing students from the time periods 
indicated: Linda Yarnall, from 1891 to the early 30's; 
Ellen Holohan, from about 1930 to 1959; and Kathleen 
Santangelo, from 1959 to 1982. Linda became the 5087th 
(approximate) and last graduate of the School of Nursing. 
When she wound her way through the traditional Rose 
Arch, the finality of it all was most acute. It was "good-
bye" not only to a great institution but to the end of an 
epoch as well. Our traditions have held us together and 
our heritage has given us reason to be proud . Our heritage 
has been and shall continue to be A Commitment to 
Excellence. 
With best wishes to all of you for good health, happi-
ness and success now and in the future, I am, 
Sincerely yours, 
Doris E. Bowman 
Director 
School of Nursing 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
1982 AWARDS 
1. The Nurses' Alumni Association Prize is awarded to 
the member of the graduating class who attains the 
highest average during the three-year course of study. 
Awarded to BARBARA ANN KOMINSKY 
2. The Adaline Potter Wear Prize is awarded annually 
to the member of the graduating class of the School 
of Nursing who has demonstrated outstanding achieve-
ment during her three years. 
Awarded to CHERYL ANN MOLINEAUX 
3. The Adaline Potter Wear Memorial Prize is awarded 
annually to the member of the graduating class of the 
School of Nursing who has demonstrated outstandiRg 
ability in the Fundamentals of Nursing. 
Awarded to ANNE L. HOWIE 
4. Thomas Jefferson University Hospital Women's Board 
Prize is given to the nurse who demonstrates the great-
est versatility and cooperation in nursing situations. 
Awarded to LINDA M. YARNALL 
5 . The Thomas A. Shallow Award is presented by the 
Nurses' Alumni Association to the member of the 
graduating class who has demonstrated the greatest 
proficiency in Surgical Nursing. 
Awarded to MARIE KATHRYN WALDRON 
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6. The Carolyn B. Brown Award, given in memory of 
Carolyn B. Brown, revered member of the Women's 
Board, to the member of the graduating class who 
has demonstrated outstanding ability in adminis-
tering patient care. 
Awarded to THERESA M. HElM 
7. The Claire E. Bauer Award, given in memory of Claire 
E. Bauer, revered member of the Burt-Melville Depart-
ment of the Women's Board, to the member of the 
graduating class who has demonstrated outstanding 
ability in Nursing of Children. 
Awarded to MARYANN HEINICK 
8. The Phyllis Jean Courtney Award, given in memory 
of Phyllis Jean Courtney, Class of 1948, to the mem-
ber of the graduating class who has demonstrated the 
greatest proficiency in life-support nursing. 
Awarded to DAVID A. CHIALASTRI 
9. The Helen Auerbach Hodes Award, in honor of Helen 
Auerbach Hodes, is given to the member of the gradua-
ting class who has demonstrated the most sympathetic 
understanding of patients' needs. 
Awarded to SUSAN D. KEELEY 
Historical Highlights 
Jefferson School of Nursing 
1825 
Soon after Jefferson Medical Col-
lege was founded, a Teaching Infir-
mary was established to provide 
medical students with instruction in 
caring for ambulatory and surgical 
patients. The need for additional 
patient care soon became evident, 
and women were hired to provide 
nursing services. 
1891 
Jefferson Hospital Training School 
for Nurses began its two-year 
course of study under the leader-
ship of Ella Benson. Shortly there-
after, the program was lengthened 
to three years, remaining that 
length until 1968 when it was 
shortened to 35 months. In 1969, 
it was shortened to 33 months. 
1893 
Five graduates received diplomas at 
the first commencement which was 
held in the clinical amphitheatre of 
the hospital. The Training School 
had grown to include three gradu-
ate nurses, 13 student nurses and 
six male nurses (affiliating students 
from Pennsylvania Hospital). The 
first nurses' home, located at 518 
Spruce Street, was opened. Thirty 
student nurses were enrolled in the 
program. 
1907 
The opening of an eight-story hos-
pital building and the increase in 
the number of hospital patients 
resulted in the enrollment in the 
School of Nursing increasing to 90 
students. Instead of caring for 
patients in their homes, as they 
had before, student nurses now 
gained all their clinical experience 
in the hospital. In addition, the first 
classroom for nurses at 1020 
Sansom Street provided for the 
introduction of the first visual 
aids, the "Chase Doll" (a mock 
patient for students to practice 
on) and a skeleton. 
1922 
Several Spruce Street houses were 
renovated and furnished as nurses' 
residences. 
1924 
Nora E. Shoemaker was appointed 
the first full-time instructor. 
1925 
A six-story dormitory was built be-
hind the renovated residences. The 
next year, two floors were added to 
the dormitory, and houses adjacent 
to it were purchased for use as a 
nurses' residence. 
1931 
Until this time, small monthly re-
munerations had been given to stu-
dents. Discontinuing this practice 
made it possible to employ more 
graduates so that students could be 
released from the responsibilities of 
the wards to attend classes. 
1933 
The yearbook title was changed to 
Nosokomos. 
1936 
A nursing library consisting of 
1,200 volumes was presented to the 
school. 
1940 
Major curriculum changes were ini-
tiated to bring curriculum in line 
with "Curriculum Guide for 
Schools of Nursing," published in 
1937 by the National League for 
Nursing Education (later the Na-
tional League for Nursing). 
1942 
"White Caps", the first student 
newspaper, was published. 
1944 
Student government was initiated. 
1950 
Students were paid $.50 per hour 
for working in the Scott Memorial 
Library. 
1959 
The James R. Martin Residence for 




The School of Nursing became fully 
accredited by the National League 
for Nursing, a status it has main-
tained for 22 years. 
1968 
The School of Nursing became part 
of the newly-established College of 
Allied Health Sciences. 
1979 
The Board of Trustees accepted a 
recommendation from the faculty 
of the School of Nursing to phase 
out the traditional diploma pro-
gram, beginning with the class 
entering that September. 
1982 
On June 10, the last commence-
ment of the School of Nursing 
took place. Alumna Kathleen Carl-
son, R.N., assistant executive direc-
tor of the Pennsylvania Nurses' 
Association, was the speaker. 
The 38 seniors who received 
diplomas brought the total num-
ber of graduates to 5,078. Linda 
Yarnall was the last student to 
receive a diploma from the School 
of Nursing. 
Directors of the School of Nursing 
1891-1893- Ella Benson 
1893-1894- Katherine Darling 
1894-1908 __, Susan C. Hearle 
1908-1915- Anna E. Laughlin* 
1915-1937- Clara E. Melville* 
1937-1943- Nora E. Shoemaker* 
1943-1944- Ethel M. Hopkins 
1945-1947- Margaret Jackson 
1947-1953- Katherine Childs 
1953-1958 - Mabel C. Prevost* 
1958-1982- Doris E. Bowman* 
*Graduate of the Jefferson Medical 
College Hospital Training School 
for Nurses, whose designation was 
changed in 1968 to School of 
Nursing, College of Allied Health 
Sciences. 
The History of The Jefferson Cap 
Jefferson graduated its first class of nurses in 1893. At 
that time the cap that was worn had a high crown and a 
wide brim with ruffle around the brim. It was made of a 
delicate material called "lawn", similar to material used to 
make handkerchiefs. The cap resembled the Philadelphia 
General Cap, which at that time was made of a similar 
material. 
In 1894, Susan Hearle, a graduate of Philadelphia 
General became Directress of Nurses at Jefferson. When 
she noticed the similarity between caps, Miss Hearle deci-
ded that Jefferson Nurses should have their own distinc-
tive cap. 
The crown was lowered, the ruffle was removed and the 
brim was narrowed, flattened and spread like wing tips, 
across the front of the cap. The material was changed to 
organdy which gave the cap more body. 
In 1932, the cap was worn with the brim starched and 
the wings made to stand out - that is the way we wear 
it today. 
Initially, it was traditional to earn the cap by passing 
the six month probationary period. Now the cap is given 
to the student to wear as soon as she enters the school. 
This was a great responsibility for the student, knowing 
that the Nurse's Cap originated historically from the veil 
worn by women who traditionally covered their heads in 
public, and the cap is a symbol of humility and service to 
mankind. A responsibility because the Jefferson Cap is 
recognized and respected the world over, being worn by 
more than 4500 graduates of the school; many of whom 
earned their cap and consider it an honor to wear it. (With 
the closing of the School of Nursing in June of 1982- the 
total number of graduates will be 5,078). 
The student is entrusted with the cap and must wear it 
with dignity and respect for the tradition that is to be 
upheld. 
(The above article was presented at Capping Exercises for 
the Class of 1982, by Patricia Zarella '51, R.N., B.S.N., 
Instructor School of Nursing, September 1958 to July 
1980). 
Two Firsts for Doris Bowman 
Friends and colleagues of Doris E. Bowman, R.N., 
director of the School of Nursing for more than 23 years, 
paid tribute to her during a surprise pre-retirement lun-
cheon held recently. Miss Bowman officially retired on 
September 20, 1982 with more than 30 years of service to 
Jefferson. Lawrence Abrams, Ed.D., dean of the College 
of Allied Health Sciences, highlighted Miss Bowman's 
accomplishments at Jefferson and presented her with a 
gift on behalf of the University. 
During the luncheon, Lewis W. Bluemle, Jr., M.D., 
Thomas Jefferson University president, announced that he 
would recommend to the Board of Trustees that the title 
of emeritus professor of nursing be conferred upon Miss 
Bowman; the Board unanimously approved his recommen-
dation on June 7. The title of emeritus professor is reserved 
for those of exceptional merit; Miss Bowman will be the 
first faculty member of the College of Allied Health 
Sciences and the first women in Jefferson's history to earn 
this distinction. 
Dean Abrams also presented gifts to the eight remaining 
faculty members and two secretaries of the School of 
Nursing in recognition of their dedication, loyalty and 
service. 
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Dr. Lewis W. Bluemle, Jr., M.D., president of Thomas 
Jefferson University, left, Doris E. Bowman, R.N., Ph.D., 
Director of the School of Nursing and Lawrence Abrams, 
Ed.D., dean of the College of Allied Health Sciences. 
Congratulations, Jeraldine Kohut 
Jeraldine Kohut, R.N., M.A., is shown with her husband 
Sylvester Kohut, Jr., Ph.D. Mrs. Kohut received the award 
at the Opening Exercises on September 8, 1982. 
The College of Allied Health Sciences Alumni Special 
Achievement Award was established in 1977 to recognize 
the accomplishments of allied health alumni. 
This year's winner is Jeraldine Marasco Kohut, R.N., 
M.A., class of 1964. She received the award for her many 
accomplishments as a nurse and an educator. 
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Mrs. Kohut is currently assistant professor of nursing 
and director of continuing education, School of Nursing, 
Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, Tennessee. 
She is also executive director of Hospice in Cookeville, She 
was associated with Cookeville General Hospital as an 
instructor/supervisor (1979/1980); assistant director of 
nursing sciences (1978/1979); and director of staff develop-
ment ( 1978). 
For two years (1975/1977), she served as director of 
staff at a convalescent center in Camp Hill, Pennsylvania. 
She worked as a nurse specialist in a critical care/special 
care unit; a supervisor in a coronary care unit; a staff nurse 
in an emergency and crisis center; and an I.V. therapy 
nurse in various Pennsylvania hospitals. 
For two years ( 1971 /1973), she was a nursing instruc-
tor at St. Joseph's School of Nursing in Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. 
Following her graduation from Jefferson's School of 
Nursing, she became the coordinator in the · intensive care 
unit, and I. V. therapy coordinator at Thomas Jefferson 
University Hosp ita I. 
In addition to the Alumni Special Achievement Award 
bestowed by Jefferson's College of Allied Health Sciences, 
in 1982 Jeraldine also received the Cookeville, Jaycees 
Distinguished Service Award, Humanitarian of the Year, 
and was elected to the Nursing Honor Society (Sigma 
Theta Tau), Tennessee Technological University Chapter. 
She has attended many workshops and has published 
numerous articles . 
Jeraldine is married to Sylvester Kohut, Jr ., Ph.D., 
chairperson of the Department of Secondary Education 
and Foundations, Tennessee Technological University. 
They have one son, Jeremy John. 
Tribute to Elizabeth J. Sweeney 
With the death of Elizabeth J. Sweeney, R.N., B.S.N., 
M.S.Ed ., in December 1981, Jefferson, especially the nur-
sing staff, lost a true, dedicated and loyal friend. 
In June of 1959, Miss Sweeney, a graduate of Abington 
Memorial Hospital, came to Jefferson as Director of the 
Nursing Service Department. When Jefferson's School of 
Practical Nursing was opened in 1964, Miss Sweeney was 
Director and also the principal organizer of the program. 
The School of Practical Nursing closed in 1980. It had 
graduated 665 LPN's who now live and work throughout 
the country. 
Miss Sweeney's life had been devoted to providing quality nursing care for patients and this 
goal was achieved. 
We shall miss you, Miss Sweeney. All our lives have been enriched by knowing you. 
Sculpture of mother and daughter and father and son was given by G. Walter Anderson, M.D.; in 
memory of his wife, Helen Dick Anderson. The sculptor is Bruno Lucchesi. 
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and I saved the best 
for last - graduates 
of 1982: 
It is an honor for 
me to participate in 
this very traditional 
celebration. When I 
sat on the other side 
of this stage fourteen years ago, never once dreamed of 
this opportunity. Thank you. 
Celebrations mark significant events in our lives and 
they are frequently accompanied by gifts. I would have 
liked to have given each of you a gift to make this moment 
particularly meaningful, but the financial reality does not 
permit it. 
With the easy option eliminated, I was compelled to 
tackle the difficult task of writing this speech . Remem-
bering my own graduation from Jefferson and that of 
my sister, I thought carefully about what I might say to 
you. What one memory could I focus on which all Jeffer-
son nurses might relate to? I couldn't remember what was 
said at two previous graduation addresses, nor could I 
detail the events. I did, however, recall the faint fragrance 
of triumph - because we made it - and the bittersweet 
ambivalence we felt- because we were leaving one another. 
With enthusiasm and reluctance, we ascended the stairs 
through the arch of roses. 
I thought about those roses ... and perfume and . .. 
being easily distracted - perfume commercials. 
Picture the harried nurse coming home from the 7-3 
shift, flinging her cap with a carefree toss while busily 
transforming himself or herself into the perfect date; or 
the beautifully bronzed body of the 11-7 nurse lying by 
the pool in relaxed exhaustion, ready to spring into action 
at a mere whisper; or the 0. R. nurses in drab garb con-
sidering anything but their tired feet. Sheer fantasy! 
All of those advertisements convey two striking mes-
sages. The first, rather romantic, is the magical transforma-
tion from one state of existence to another. That message 
applies to today's celebration. We observe you entering 
the arch of roses as students and leaving as graduates, from 
caterpillar to butterfly in one brief exchange. 
Putting romance aside, you and I know that three years 
of your lives is not a brief exchange and although we 
gather to celebrate your graduation, we are, in reality, 
celebrating every step on the path to today. From your 
first day of nursing school - this class promptly wrote a 
song about it - to your first clinical experience - when 
you used mouthwash for backrubs (actually that was my 
class) - to your first final exam - when you tried your 
own biofeedback techniques by playing "Rocky"- to your 
last supervised clinical experience and your last final exam: 
it is these steppingstones and your accomplishments in 
having fulfilled the demanding requirements necessary to 
pursue your career as professional nurses that we celebrate 
today . 
This is a special time, Jefferson is a special place, and 
today you are very special nurses . Today you join 5,043 
other Jefferson graduates in a commitment to the pro-
fession of nursing, the public you will serve, and Thomas 
Jefferson University. Your commitment to the profession 
means: that you believe in yourselves as nurses 24 hours 
a day, 365 days a year; that you will uphold the standards 
of practice established by law and your profession and 
judge yourselves and your peers against those standards; 
that you will adhere to the code of ethics; that you know 
the Nurse Practice Act in the state in which you practice; 
that you do not violate that practice act by allowing out-
side influences to dictate expansion of your practice 
beyond your legal authority; and lastly, that you are 
committed to lifelong learning. 
Commitment to the public you serve includes life 
saving, life maintenance, and life restoration by providing 
the best possible nursing care under the conditions present 
at the moment. Society is also served by your competent 
use of the nursing process for data collection, decision 
making, and evaluation as required by your practice pri-
vileges. Florence Nightingale wrote in 1860 : "In dwelling 
upon sound observation it must never be lost sight of what 
observation is for. It is not the piling up of miscellaneous 
information or curious facts but for the sake of saving life 
and increasing comfort." Society continues to benefit 
from that teaching today. 
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The community is also where you live. Do not neglect 
participation in local politics and volunteer services. In-
stead, capitalize on every opportunity to share your nursing 
expertise. Dwight Eisenhower believed that "Politics should 
be the part-time profession of every citizen." It is, there-
fore, incongruous to be professional nurses without being 
responsible citizens. 
Your commitment to Jefferson can be expressed by 
remembering this school's investment in you. You are 
fortunate to share in the longstanding tradition of this 
institution which is dedicated to excellence through educa-
tion. Use that education to benefit not only society but 
also yourselves. When opportunities present themselves, 
return a part of that initial investment to your alumni 
association. The dedication of your yearbook to the alumni 
demonstrates your recognition of the fact that their 
achievements are a rich legacy. Continue that reputation 
by making Jefferson significant throughout your lifetime. 
One final commitment is frequently overlooked: a 
commitment to yourselves to be who you are - celebra-
tors of life in the delivery room and celebrators of death 
when death is a welcomed friend; supporters of life, re-
storers of well being; teachers; and confidants. Be proud 
of your accomplishments. 
Coming through left, Carol Meisner and right, Lisa Wolf. 
The second of the two messages previously referred to 
is much more practical than the first. None of us can smell 
perfume in the commercials - the product will sell only if 
the consumer hears the right message. What is Nursing's 
message? Nurses are the heart of health care, the pulsebeat 
of the industry. But only nurses hear that message. Is the 
Jefferson graduate of 1982 different from the graduate of 
1891? Obviously, the answer is yes. Nursing has kept pace 
with the technological and theoretical advances to the 
extent that Nursing is now recognized as a specifically 
applied science. Even nursing research does not fully reflect 
the state of the art because nursing research has not been 
recognized as making significant contributions. To date, 
only nurses are aware of our advances. 
Nurses have always been publicly accepted for their 
service, dedication and availability, and in Pennsylvania 
since 1951, legally accepted as educationally prepared and 
examined licensees. We are accountable for the diagnosis 
and treatment of human responses to actual or potential 
health problems; nevertheless, we are taken for granted . 
But now I wonder - has nursing been taken so much for 
granted by ourselves as well as others that our source of 
supply has been depleted? Have we wasted this precious 
commodity through inappropriate use? Whether the pro-
fessional nurse is packaged in white or colored uniforms, 
or no uniforms at all, we continue to be recognized for the 
same service and dedication as our predecessors, but what 
about our availability? 
Nurses! We haven't communicated our message effec-
tively enough to be looked at differently than we were 
25 years ago. All of today's graduates and those who 
graduated before you and those who will graduate after 
you must campaign actively for increased public aware-
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Officiating at the "Rose Arch," left, Margaret Summers '41, 
and right, Betty Piersol '34. 
ness of nursing's message if our profession is to surv ive in 
today's competitive market. Until now, we have not been 
hard pressed to sell nursing. The majority of us are not 
even prepared to assume this role. But nursing must venture 
into the field of active selling in spite of the fact that the 
environment is fraught with risk. I believe that Jefferson 
has endowed its nurses with a sense of purpose: to advance 
the profession of nursing by educating the nursing leaders 
of tomorrow. Among you are those nursing leaders. Among 
you are nursing's brokers of tomorrow. 
One important element of nursing remains the same. 
Perhaps society identifies most with this component of 
our practice. From Nightingale until today and in our 
future, the "essence of nursing" has not changed and will 
not change. It is not tangible, we cannot research it, but 
every nurse - without exception - is innately affected by 
it. The essence of nursing cannot adequately be described, 
but all nurses experience it similarly . As a driving force, 
it is the core of our existance: "Nursings encompassing 
involvement in life." 
Before us in this sea of white uniforms are beautiful 
faces and eager sojourners . Your career is launched - you 
are young professionals. As a graduate nurse, you will have 
only a brief time to become proficient in patient problem 
solving. Seek out mentors to assist you, find resources 
to capsulize the information explosion to which you will 
be exposed, and above all, keep your practice competent 
and current. Take time to mature. 
YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED "A CLOSE ENCOUNTER 
OF A SPECIAL KIND": BEDSIDE NURSING . 
TREASURE IT! 
From the first refrain of the "first day of nursing" to 
the last splash in the otter pond, remember, Class of 1982, 
that you are special unto yourselves. Assume your positions 
as nurses of the 80's with Jefferson's heritage to support 
you. 
Thank you. 
Kathleen Carlson, Class of '68 
NERO FIDDLES WHILE ROME BURNS 
Historical fact or fiction and what difference does it 
make to us? What does it matter to us that ages ago a 
significant individual may have done his own thing while 
something of beauty was allowed to be destroyed. Should 
beauty be allowed to exist only if it serves the need of 
selected individuals? When one lives so close to beauty does 
the closeness diminish our perception? As a consequence 
do we then lose sight of all the major dimensions of 
beauty? Do we blot out the large picture and focus only 
on those small sections that please us? Is that an inevitable 
human response? Is it fixed or can we change? 
These questions may sound foolish but I ask them 
because I think there is a parallel with nursing. Are we 
allowing the beauty of our profession to be lost because our 
major interest is in doing our own thing? In making judge-
ments based on own wants are we assisting in the destruc-
tion of nursing? Have we narrowed our perception and lost 
sight of the total picture? Is the action irreversible? Of 
course not, it is up to us. Man is a rational animal. He 
makes free choices. If we appreciate the beauty of nursing, 
if we recognize the quality of the profession, if we respect 
one another as members of that profession, if we are at 
all concerned about the people who require our services, 
we can enhance the beauty of the profession. But enhance-
ment doesn't mean to manipulate it your way or my way. 
It means to raise it to a higher degree, to magnify, to make 
it greater. And isn't that what we all want for the profes-
sion; to magnify it, to raise it to the highest level possible? 
Our goal for the profession, whatever our vested interests 
in education and practice, is a common goal. It is to meet 
the nursing needs of people. It is in the areas of educational 
preparation and practice fields that we have differences 
of opinion. If we are to work for the future of the profes-
sion of nursing we need to take a careful look at its past. 
In Thomas Jefferson University publication "Directions" 
June, 1982 issue, pages 4 and 5 are devoted to "An Era 
Ends, But The Tradition of The "Jefferson Nurse" Will 
Live On Forever." We have a choice. Will it live on in 
memory or in reality? If you choose memory and the 
choice is yours, how long is forever? In the year 2042 on 
June 10, that's sixty years from the last graduation of 
the school of nursing, who will know and revere the tradi-
tion of the "Jefferson Nurse"? 
Doris Bowman, as you know, a professional woman of 
integrity, sees the closing of the school as the end of an 
era. Although as the article states, "she confesses to feelings 
of sadness and nostalgia," I infer from her comments a 
measure of hope. An era is simply a period of time marked 
by distinctive character or events. The history of nursing 
is made up of many eras. As each one ended, those who 
helped fashion that era, those who had a hand in creating 
the successful efforts of that era were saddened by its end. 
Knowledge of and familiarity with our historical eras ought 
to give us a sense of appreciation for nursing history and a 
sense of direction for nursing future. 
The School of Nursing was founded in 1891. It was a 
response to the needs of patients for outstanding nursing 
Dr. Ann Douglas, R.N., Ph.D. 
care. It was designed as a two year course of study. Al-
though the founders assumed and planned to teach all the 
essential content in a two year period, they found it neces-
sary to extend the program to three years. One era ended 
and another began because a need was manifested and 
responded to by responsible professional nurses. A program 
well designed was changed to ensure that educational 
preparation enabled the graduates to meet the current 
nursing needs of people. What did the change mean to the 
alumni who were graduates of the two year program? Did 
it demean them? Were they something less than the grad-
uates of the new three year program? Was their existence 
forgotten in the documented success of the alumni? Or in 
light of bigger battles to wage do we gloss over that era as 
if it never happened? Do we learn anything at all from his-
tory? In the spring of this year I heard a Jefferson Medical 
College alumnus say : "Once we are entered on the pages 
of history we never cease to exist."1 The truth is the value 
of the graduates of the two year program will never cease 
to exist. Their efforts compose the qualitative base upon 
which all of Jefferson nursing quality was built. From 
their strength, the three year program was cultivated. Your 
existence, your contributions and even your reputation 
had their origins in that beginning two year program. 
Now what will happen? Will it all come to an end? Will 
you let that happen? Will you deprive the nursing future 
of its legitimate past? 
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An era is not marked by a specific number of years but 
rather by the distinctive system of chronology starting from 
a particular event. The era of the three year program was 
a much longer one. You had more time to leave your mark 
upon the profession of nursing. Within that period of time 
there were tremendous social changes and advances in 
medical science. The amount of new knowledge and techni-
cal know how to be mastered accumulated geometrically. 
Even more important was the awareness that in addition 
to the proliferation of new nursing knowledge and skill the 
base for analytic thinking and clinical judgement in profes-
sional nursing was grounded in the humanities, the social, 
biological and physical sciences. This was a great signifi-
cance as nursing identified more and more its interdepen-
dent and independent nursing functions . 
Where as formerly the practice of nursing may have 
included some independent and interdependent functions, 
these were sporadic and acceptable surreptitiously on the 
basis of a fragile gentlemen's agreement. Aware of the dan-
ger of such a position many of the three year programs 
began to establish contracts with colleges for basic courses 
in the humanities and the essential sciences. While this 
effort offered strength it also added stress. Two very 
different educational systems based on different philo-
sophical bases with totally different notions of the use of 
time in learning were now intimately involved in the 
preparation of the professional nurse. These systems 
each engineered for its own end were not entirely com-
patible. Most of the adjustment had to be done by the 
student. This added stress to an already stressful program. 
And those of us in education instead of cooperatively 
concentrating all our efforts on designing and implemen-
ting the best program possible for professional nursing 
divided our efforts and fought each other. Our peers in 
nursing service fanned the flame. No nurses profited from 
the conflagration. It left us a divided group without 
strength and often without honor. It gave rise to new 
groups to replace us in patient care. Does this need to go 
on? 
The fear and anxiety which divided us should not be 
allowed to continue. We are a learned profession. We have 
the ability to determine our own end. We ought not to 
allow the glory of our past to end up as a folk tale. Because 
of the kind of people we are we ought not to let something 
as beautiful as nursing, as we know it, die. We must keep 
our past alive and use it as leaven for the future. 
The era of the three year school is over. It is nursing 
past and it had a glorious history. You will be able to 
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read yours in the soon to be published history of the 
Jefferson University School of Nursing. Is that the end 
you want, the end between the covers of a book? Or do 
you want to be instrumental in the future directions of 
nursing at Jefferson? Do you want the quality you de-
signed, perfected and personified to be continued through-
out the future of nursing at Jefferson? It can be. There is 
no need to cut it off unless our own vindictiveness gets in 
the way, i.e., if you refuse to help us and we refuse to ac-
cept your help and work together. You are a source of 
strength, knowledge, skill and determination. With your 
help nursing future will be a better kind of nursing. Without 
your help professional nursing will grow and develop but 
something will be missing. Together, we can enhance the 
beauty of our profession. Can we, will we reach out and 
help one another? 
Years ago, I had the honor of working at Georgetown 
University. Each year junior and senior students participa-
ted in a pre-graduation exercise called "Pro Grediamur" 
(Let us go forth). The seniors wearing their graduation uni-
forms and cap and gown, took off their cap and gown and 
gave them to the juniors. It now was their responsibility to 
carry on the traditions of the school while the seniors went 
on to demonstrate the quality of their education in the 
practice of professional nursing. Each junior student pre-
sented a senior with a long stemmed rose in recognition of 
their accomplishments. And so, year after year they recog-
nized ability and accepted responsibility for carrying on the 
tradition of quality. Those students understood what the 
profession should be all about. Can we do the same? Is 
the profession worth it to us? Can we at Jefferson put 
aside our personal preferences and work toward a kind of 
nursing that transcends what we each have now? If so, 
let us go forth and begin a new era. 
lEdward c. Bradley , S.J., M.D. 
Dr. Ann Douglas, R.N., Ph.D. 
Nurse Scholar in Residence 
Department of Baccalaureate 
Nursing 
Thomas Jefferson University 
A FIFTIETH REUNION 
We, the Class of 1932, thank the Alumni Association 
for giving us such a delightful day and the opportunity to 
get together and reminisce. And reminsce we did - all 
about those good old days when Miss Melville not only 
tried to make us good nurses (oh, yes she made us furious 
in the process), but also tried to make us into ladies. 
She said, "A lady never leaves her boudoir without 
wearing a hat and gloves." Or, lifting the hem of an ankle-
length pink uniform from above black lisle stockings and 
shoes on the old third floor corridor between Gyne Ward 
and 3 OR, she would say, "Miss Showers (or it could have 
been any other one of 50 students on any corridor), where 
is your petticoat?" Next day, to avoid those piercing bla•k 
eyes, the petticoat was on -even though it was still 110 F 
on that August day. 
Then there were the nights of 9:00 p.m. curfews, when 
we lowered baskets over the fire escape railing so we could 
get a half-pint of chocolate ice cream for 13 cents from 
Pop Kessels. 
And the boxes from home. "This room looks like a 
South Street kitchen," said Ma McCieavy. Classmates 
vanished into thin air, leaving only the occupants of the 
room to face the music. 
On and on we went - even into an anteroom after the 
luncheon for more remembering, picture looking, and 
talking. "You haven't changed a bit." (prevaricator -
we are older, grayer, fatter and more wrinkled.) 
Before this we had some other things to do. You can't 
have a reunion without statistics. Of the 55 graduates in 
our class, we have no addresses for three. Nine are deceased, 
and we contributed $278 to the alumni association in their 
memory; one is in a nursing home. That leaves 43 available 
to attend. Several were not well enough to make the trip . 
We thought about you, missed you, and wish you well. 
Thirty-three actually came. 
Gail brought a card, and we all signed it and sent it to 
Ethel Lynch Taylor at the Chateau Convalescent Center, 
Bryn Mawr, PA. 
Twenty-nine of us live in Pennsylvania; five in New 
Jersey; four in Florida; two in Maryland; and one each in 
Delaware, New Mexico and California. 
Laura DeWitt, who came from California, traveled the 
farthest. She is one of four sisters who are Jefferson nurses 
- all of them still living. They are Ann, '20; Lulu M. 
Hunsinger, '23; and Catherine DeWitt Smith, '29. So for 
these two honors, here is an award and our congratulations, 
Laura. 
Peg Felker Reinhard has a daughter, Nancy Reinhard 
Wandschneider, a Jefferson graduate of the Class of 1959. 
Others attending from a distance were Dora Adams 
Reynolds from New Mexico; Caroline Jones Transue from 
Ormand Beach, Florida; and Dorothy Dundore Williams 
from St. Petersburg, Florida. Dotty is the widow of a 
Jefferson doctor and the mother and mother-in-law of 
two other Jefferson doctors. In addition, Dotty was in 
Miss Melville's office the year we graduated and the year 
the annual luncheon was begun. In fact, Dotty and some 
of her classmates did a lot of the leg work that was in-
volved. 
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50th REUNION- MAY 1982 
Left to right: Betty Ent, Marie Maxwell (Scherer), Dorothy 
Williams (Dundore) and Gladys Blue (Arnold). 
Left side: Isabelle Lindecamp (Russell), Theresa Wakeley 
(Pucci), Gladys Blue (Arnold), Rose Dodson (Selgrath), 
Alma Johnson (Andrews) and Emma Kelly (Phoebus), 
end of table. 
As far as we know, in our class there are no Ph .D.s, 
M.D.s, D.D.S.s, etc. Also no bums -just good solid hard 
working citizens who have made the world a better place 
because they passed through. 
We've left intangible marks all along the way, but 
Addie Roth Miller made the most tangible impact. She 
already has 13 progeny, including one great grandchild. 
Congratulations and an award to you, Addie. 
Now we come to attendance records. Since we've 
sorta felt like "Ma Luncheon ," because our attendance 
over the years has always been outstanding, we'll blow 
our own horn. 
Emma Phoebus Kelly, Gay Arnold Blue, and Alma 
Andrews Johnson don't remember exactly how many 
5 "MUSKETEERS" FROM CLASS OF 1932 
Standing left to right: Marie Maxwell (Scherer), Thelma 
Morris (Showers) and Betty Ent. Seated left to right: 
Gladys Blue (Arnold) and Alma Johnson (Andrews). 
Thelma Morris 
they missed, but it's "very few," -only when they were 
having babies, were ill, or there was some othe r unavoid-
able accident. 
Marie Scherer Maxwell missed three when she was 
with the Jefferson Unit during World War II. (I'll bet the 
class of 1982 thinks that makes us pre-historic. We assure 
you we don't feel it.) 
Sylvia Cole Vlam missed only 2 of the 50. Betty Ent 
missed one . She had had surgery in the days when you 
dangled on the 10th day, went home on the 14th and 
to be released for a social event was unheard of! ' 
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50th REUNION 
Left side: Sylvia Vlam (Cole), Thelma Morris (Showers), 
Emma Reinhart (Felker), Betty Ent and Laura DeWitt. 
Now to get to the BIGGIE. Gail Gonder Willard has 
attended all 50 of the 50 luncheons. Hurrah and halle-
lujah, and an award to Gail. Do I hear 60? 
Now we want to greet the class of 1982, the last class 
to graduate from the Diploma School of Nursing. We wish 
them the health and happiness we have had - sure we've 
had sorrows, but they make the rainbows. We wish them 
the pride of being a Jefferson nurse, fond memories of 
their nursing school days, a future of service to mankind, 
and the realization of their fondest dreams. Now we sup-
pose they won't get all this high falutin' stuff; but wherever 
they go, whatever they do, we hope they remember that 
being a Jefferson nurse is one of the greatest things that 
could happen to them. 
We hate to see the demise of the Diploma program, 
but Jefferson has always been a vanguard in health care, 
and must go on to the Baccalaureate program or even to 
a master's degree . As sad as we are , we support the B.S.N. 
program. We hope we can all continue to work together 
to make Jefferson nurses THE BEST NURSES. 
The self-appointed committee, 
Betty Ent 
Marie Scherer Maxwell 
Thelma Showers Morris 
(These sentiments expressed above are those of the writer 
and do not necessarily reflect those of the management.) 
T.S.M. 
Fiftieth Anniversary- Class of 1932 
Dora Adams Reynolds 
(attended luncheon) 
608 Carmel Road 
Belen, New Mexico 87002 
Alma Andrews Johnson 
(attended luncheon) 
37 Eden Avenue 
Oaklyn, NJ 08107 
Gladys Arnold Blue 
(attended luncheon) 
Rte. 16 Fostertown Road 
Mt. Holly, NJ 08060 
Dorothy Bates Young 
22 South 16th Street 
Easton, PA 18042 
Mildred Bucher Price 
(attended luncheon) 
534 Mill Street 
Catawissa, P A 17820 
Dorothea Bulette Watson 
(attended luncheon) 
67 Prospect Avenue 
Norristown, PA 19403 
Sylvia Cole Vlam 
(attended luncheon) 
441 Brookhurst Avenue 
Narberth, PA 19072 
Julia Cooper Wellensick 
3205 E. Market Street, Apt. C-1 
York, PA 17402 
Ellen Coulbourne Wise 
12 North Shore Drive 
Seaford, DE 19973 
Erma Coup Painter 
(attended luncheon) 
Mahoning Manor, RD3, Box 231 
Milton, PA 17847 
Naomi DeGroft Price 
(attended luncheon) 
509 Hamilton Avenue 
Waynesboro, PA 17268 
Anna N. Demko (WH) 
905 N. Vine Street 
Hazelton, PA 18201 
Leonore Detwiler Hammond 
(attended luncheon) 
1329 Dermond Road 
Drexel Hill, PA 19026 
Laura S. DeWitt 
(attended luncheon) 
614 Carla Way 
LaJolla, CA 92037 
Dorothy Dundore Williams 
(attended luncheon) 
Washington Tower 508 
4550 Cove Circle 
St. Petersburg, F L 33708 
Elizabeth C. Ent 
(attended luncheon) 
11A Hancock Drive 
Whiting, NJ 08759 
Emma Felker Reinhart 
(attended luncheon) 
Saylorsburg, PARD 18353 
Esther Fester Greth 
(attended luncheon) 
Central Apt. 34, Center Square 
Hanover, PA 17331 
Virginia Fuller 
(attended luncheon) 
3838 Roland Avenue, Apt. 1403 
Baltimore, MD 21211 
Evelyn Thompson Niece 
356 Tiahmi Road 
Venice, F L 33595 
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Gail Gonder Willard 
(attended luncheon) 
3302 Longshore Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19149 
Hazel Greger Biddle 
(attended luncheon) 
214 Stonybrook Road 
Norristown, PA 19403 
Lucille Harpel 
(attended luncheon) 
517 N. 8th Street 
Lebanon, PA 17042 
Mary Herr Seibert 
309 West Oak Street 
Palmyra, PA 17078 
Almeda Hostetter Grumbein 
648 W. Main Street 
Palmyra, PA 17078 
Carolyn Jones Transue 
(attended luncheon) 
431 John Anderson Drive 
Ormond Beach, F L 32074 
Dama Kern Brobst 
(attended luncheon) 
534 Third Street, Apt. 610 
Catasaqua, PA 18032 
Norma Mangold Gould 
(attended luncheon) 
RD 1, Box 50 
Meadow Farm 
Effort, PA 18330 
Evelyn Miller Flickinger 
(attended luncheon) 
223 W. Penn Avenue 
Robesonia, PA 19551 
Evelyn Moore Larsen 
(attended luncheon) 
132 DeGuy Avenue 
Hanover, PA 17331 
Mildred Garman Jeffers 
(attended luncheon) 
306 W. 19th Street 
Ship Bottom, NJ 08009 
Theresa Pucci Wakeley 
(attended luncheon) 
Patricia Court, Apt. M-4 
111 N. Lansdowne Avenue 
Lansdowne, PA 19050 
Marie Scherer Maxwell 
(attended luncheon) 
440 West River Drive 
Pennsauken, NJ 08110 
Thelma Showers Morris 
(attended luncheon) 
1406 Elmira Street 
Williamsport, PA 17701 
Sara M. Raymer 
365 W. Fifth Street 
Lewistown, PA 17044 
Miriam Schrepple Reeder 
7501 Western Circle Drive 
Brooksville, FL 33512 
Mildred Smith O'Connor 
(attended luncheon) 
305Y2 W. Broadway 
Red Lion, PA 17356 
Adeline Roth Miller 
(attended luncheon) 
6704 Glen Avenue 
Glendale, MD 20769 
Rose Selgrath Dodson 
(attended luncheon) 
Verna Myers Zimmerman 
(attended luncheon) 
80 W. Baltimore Avenue, Apt. C-512 
Lansdowne, PA 19050 37 Mary Jane Lane Newtown Square, PA 19073 
Isabelle Russell Lindecamp 
(attended luncheon) 
271 0 Cook Road 
McKeesport, PA 15131 
Norma Sickler Bond 
10 Beaver Lane 
Easton, PA 18042 
Emma Phoebus Kelly 
(attended luncheon) 
1110 Burmont Road 
Drexel Hill, PA 19026 
White Haven Alumnae 
Celebrate 35th Anniversary 
On June 1, 1946, the White Haven Sanitarium merged 
with the Jefferson Medical College Hospital. 
The procedure had been to invite the graduate regis-
tered nurses who were members of the Alumnae Associa-
tion no longer in existence to merge with the hospital 
it had become part of. Therefore, the White Haven alumnae 
merged with the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association on 
March 21, 1947. 
The following resolutions were discussed and accepted: 
Upon motion, duly made, seconded and carried, the 
following preambles and resolutions were adopted: 
WHEREAS, Jefferson Hospital has acquired all of 
the assets of White Haven Hospital, of White Haven, 
Pennsylvania, and said White Haven Hospital as such 
is no longer in existence and its facilities are now being 
operated as a part of Jefferson Hospital: 
WHEREAS, White Haven Nurses' Alumni Association 
is considering dissolving and has indicated to this Asso-
ciation that some of its members may desire to become 
members of this Association: 
WHEREAS, it is the sense of this meeting that it 
would be desirable to work out a plan under which 
certain of the members of the members of White Haven 
Alumni Association may become members of this 
Association: 
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NOW, THEREFORE, RESOLVED, that the President 
of this Association be and she hereby is authorized and 
empowered to appoint a committee of three members 
of this Association (one of which members may be the 
President, if she so desires) to meet and negotiate with 
the representative of the White Haven Alumni Associa-
tion for the purpose of seeking to work out a plan 
acceptable to both Associations under which the accep-
table members of the White Haven Alumni Association 
may become members of this Association. 
On April 16, 1947, Miss Schmidt and Miss McGlade, 
two members from the White Haven Alumnae Association, 
met with the Misses Riland, Carey, and Piersol. A plan was 
accepted by both committees. 
The assets of the White Haven Sanatarium Alumnae 
Association were turned over to the Jefferson Nurses' 
Relief Fund. The same priviledges were extended to the 
registered nurses of the White Haven Sanitarium Alumnae 
Association as the Jefferson Hospital Nurses' Alumnae 
Association members. 
We were very happy to have the White Haven Alumnae 
members with us and extended to them a warm welcome. 






Dues .......................... $ 7575.00 
Annual Luncheon Reservation ......... $ 1320.00 
Annual Giving Contributions 
General Fund ................... $ 
Scholarship Fund ................ $ 
Relief Fund .................... $ 
Interest on Savings Accounts 
Relief Fund .................... $ 
Scholarship Fund ................ $ 
General Fund ................... $ 







Relief Fund .................... $ 35438.22 
Scholarship Fund ................ $ 5128.85 
Miscellaneous ..................... $ 1465.30 
TOTAL RECEIPTS ........... $ 68172.85 
Disbursements: 
Annual Luncheon Expenses ........... $ 3193.29 
Printing, Mailing & Stationery .......... $ 19058.35 
Relief Benefits for Members ........... $ 9600.00 
Graduation Prizes .................. $ 200.00 
Contributions .................... $ 250.00 
Scholarship Granted ................ $ 6300.00 
Birthday Arrangements .............. $ 399.90 
Christmas Gifts for Shut-Ins ........... $ 1500.00 
Legal Service ..................... $ 600.00 
Other Operating Expenses ............ $ 6438.94 
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS ..... $ 47540.48 
Cash Balance as of December 31, 1981 
General Fund: 
Checking Account ............... $ 453.41 
Savings Account ................. $ 634.45 
Scholarship Fund ................ $ 21506.75 
Relief Fund ................... $116591.38 




SICK AND WELFARE COMMITTEE 
1981-82 
"Get Well" cards were sent, and visits made to all 
known Alumni members who were patients at Jefferson. 
Cards were also sent to Alumni members outside of Jef-
ferson, if we knew they were ill. 
Margaret M. Cossman '47 
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SOCIAL REPORT 
December 16, 1981, the Christmas Party was held in 
the Faculty Club at Jefferson Alumni Hall. There were 
30 members and guests present including Santa Claus. 
The Annual Luncheon was held May 15, 1982, at 
Jefferson Alumni Hall. There 430 in attendance. The 
last graduating class of the Diploma School of Nursing 
had 20 members present. Class President Katherine Woods 
presented their Yearbook to the Alumni Association. 
The anniversary classes of 1957 and 1962 had the largest 
representation at the luncheon. Guests at the head table 
were Mrs. Perma Davis, President of the Alumni Associa-
tion; Miss Doris Bowman, Director of the School of Nur-
sing; Miss Betty Piersol, Recording Secretary; Miss Peggy 
Summers, Second Vice-President; Mrs. Nancy Powell, 
First Vice-President; Miss Mabel Prevost, Hospital Adminis-
tration and former Director of Nursing Service and the 
School of Nursing and Mrs. Caroline Masuda, Secretary-
Treasurer. 
The 50th Anniversary were guests of the Alumni Asso-
ciation. There were 33 members present, the names are 
listed elsewhere in the Bulletin. 
The 55th Anniversary had 7 members present: Miss 
Martha E. Riland; Mrs. Frances Crosson; Miss Lillian 
Mertz; Mrs. Lorraine Mayers; Mrs. Pauline Gillen; Mrs. 
Filomena Doherty and Mrs. Mary Mclaughlin. 
The oldest member present was Mrs. Frances Pangburn, 
Class of 1916. All members who were celebrating more 
than 50 years since graduation were presented with 
corsages. 
The flowers at the head table were given to Valerie 
O'Donnell, Class of 1964, who was a patient in the hos-
pital on the day of the luncheon. 
The Annual Luncheon for 1983 will be Saturday, May 
14th, 1983, at Jefferson Alumni Hall. 
Janet Hindson 
Chairman, Social Committee 
SCHOLARSHIP REPORT 
1981-82 
Ten applications for scholarship assistance were sent, 
six were returned and reviewed by the committee. 
Joyce Hagopian (Wyse) (1956) and Loretta Heyduk 
(Suber) (1971 ), were granted scholarships for the Spring 
Semester of 1982 and Judith Ann Jones (1971) and 
Adrienne Daughenbaugh (Lowe) (1965), for the Fall 
Semester of 1982. 
Committe members wish to take this opportunity to 
encourage graduates enrolled full time in a program leading 
to a degree in nursing to apply for scholarship assistance, 
especially if financial problems interfere with the com-
pletion of the program. 
Doris E. Bowman 
Chairman, Scholarship Committee 
Martha Riland 
Reports 
The response of the anniversary classes to our request 
for changes of address and new names helps the Alumni 
Office to keep our computerized mailing lists up to date. 
This is greatly appreciated, since many of our nurses seem 
to move frequently. There are currently 3,150 alumni 
of the School of Nursing on file. Please send address 
changes to the Alumni Office, Room M-2, 1020 Locust 
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107. 
The Department of Baccalaureate Nursing of the College 
of Allied Health Sciences seeks to bring programs to cam-
pus that will enrich the professional lives of nurses. In 
keeping with this aim, the Department has again scheduled 
the Nurse Scholar Series for the Spring of 1983. In 1981, 
this program was designed to invite nationally recognized 
leaders in nursing to Jefferson's campus to share their 
expertise with faculty, students and alumni. 
Diploma graduates residing in the Delaware Valley are 
invited to attend this program and others, but please 
remember we need your correct address to notify you of 
these events during 1982/1983. 
In the past year we have received gifts of memorabilia 
for the collection displayed in the Nurses Alumni Office. 
Mary Stauffer Malick, '28, has donated her class pin, which 
will be added to the collection of Jefferson nurses pins 
displayed in the shadowbox. 
The following graduates have sent us programs of com-
mencement exercises: Marjorie Lambert Swindlehurst, 
'44; Theresa Bushek Poli, '49; E. Nancy Gulp Scott, '55. 
Joyce Spangler Weik, '48, has given a baccalaureate service 
program and capping exercise program. Zelda Rowe Men-
cer, '29 and Gertrude Lange Amend, '53, sent a picture and 
yearbook for our collection. Patricia Crawford, '45, sent 
photographs of her classmates as students. 
The Class of 1981 gave their class picture and dedicated 
Nosokomas "to those who have experienced the diploma 
tradition: the past, present and future alumni of the Tho-
mas Jefferson University School of Nursing." 
The graduating Class of 1982 gave their class picture; 
their yearbook, Nosokomas, was dedicated "last of its 
kind to the alumni of Thomas Jefferson University School 
of Nursing. We wish to thank the alumni for leaving behind 
a legacy of outstanding nursing service to the community 
and its people. As we take ou.r place among you, we hope 
that we can achieve and maintain the standard of excellence 
that you have shown possible in nursing." 
An oil painting of a seascape, the gift of the Class of 
1975 to the School of Nursing, has recently been given to 
the Nurses' Alumni Office. It had formerly been hung in a 
classroom in the School of Nursing. 
G. Walter Anderson, M.D., gave a sculpture depicting 
a family scene in memory of his wife, Helen Dick Ander-
son, DN '45. Miss Doris Bowman has recently sent the 
artwork to the Nurses' Alumni Office. We invite all alumni 
to visit the Alumni Office to see our new gifts and memora-
bilia. 
The Alumni Office will continue its tradition of giving 
Christmas checks to our alumni who live in nursing homes. 
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Please notify us if you know of any alumni who are ill or 
in need of financial assistance. 
If you wish to contact the Alumni Office, I may be 
reached there every Tuesday and Wednesday from 10:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Our telephone number is (215) 
928-8981. If there is no answer, calls should be directed 
to the College of Allied Health Sciences Alumni Office, 
Room M34, (215) 928-7709. 
NURSES' SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
The Clara Melville-Adele Lewis Scholarship Fund pro-
vides that two scholarships to Diploma graduates may be 
awarded for both the fall and spring semesters. 
April 1 is the closing date for applications for the fall 
semester, and September 1 for the spring semester. 
Each application will be reviewed by the Scholarship 
Committee; preference will be given to the applicant who 
has been a member, who is most active in the Alumni 
Association, and who has most nearly completed require-
ments for a degree. 
NURSES' RELIEF FUND 
Life, Active and Associate members of the Nurses' 
Alumni Association are entitled to a sum of money an-
nually toward their hospital bills and/or bills incurred at 
home due to extended illness of more than thirty days 
duration requiring the services of a physician. 
Nursing Home cases will be given special consideration. 
First consideration will be given to Life, Active and 
Associate members of the Alumni Association. However, 
cases due to adversities will be referred to the President for 
investigation and then to the Board of Directors for consid-
eration. 
PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU KNOW OF ANY JEFFERSON 
GRADUATE WHO IS IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE, 
PLEASE LET US KNOW AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
HOW TO APPLY 
Please complete the form below and mail to: Nurses' 
Alumni Association, Thomas Jefferson University, 11 & 




I wish to apply to: ( ) Nurses' Relief Fund 
( ) Nurses' Scholarship Fund 
Resume' of Minutes of Alumni Association Meetings 
September 8, 1981 - 12 members present. 
Flowers were sent to several of our members in honor of 
their 90th or over birthday. 
October 13, 1981 - 13 members present. 
Ballot was presented as follows: 
President - Margaret Cossman 
2nd Vice-President- Cathleen Keating 
Margaret Summers 




November 10, 1981- 15 members present. 
Bulletins were mailed this week. 
Christmas Party was announced, to held Tuesday, 
December 15, 1981, in the Faculty Club, Jefferson 
Alumni Hall. 
Recommendation made and approved that we give 
$100.00 to the Student Nurses' Yearbook. 
December 15, 1981 
Christmas Party was held in Faculty Club. 
January 12, 1982 -14 members present. 
Final Ballot was presented and accepted. Same candi-
dates as listed in October meeting. 
Two representatives were selected from the Alumni 
Association to serve on the Alumni Advisory Board 
for the College of Graduate Studies. Miss Mabel 
Prevost and Miss Doris Bowman were selected by the 
President. 
February 9, 1982 
Meeting canceled due to inclement weather. 
March 9, 1982- 16 members present. 
Two applications for Scholarships were presented. 
Reminded that the Annual Luncheon will be May 15, 
1982. 
April13, 1982- 16 members present. 
Scholarship Committee reported that two scholarships 
were granted for Fall of 1982 and a third for Spring 
1983. 
Recommendation made and accepted that we contribute 
$150.00 to the Nursing Museum. 
Election results as follows: 
President - Margaret Cossman 
2nd Vice President - Margaret Summers 
Board of Directors - Janet Hindson 
Kathleen Browne 
Linda Parr 
May 11,1982-16 members present. 





TO BE 90 OR MORE 
We wish the following a very Happy Birthday on the 
occasion of each one's very special birthday. Flowers, 
special greetings, and our love were sent from the Jefferson 
Nurses Alumni Association. 
Mary R. Godfrey, (Class of 1909) 
Birthday: January 25 (age 96) 
122 McColly Street 
Ligonier, PA 15658 
Nora Shearer Parsons, (Class of 1912) 
Birthday : May 2 (age 94) 
1036 W. Market Street 
York . PA 17404 
Marguerite Grant Barnett, Class of 1914 
Birthday: February 7 (age 93) 
1152 Franklin Street 
Johnstown, PA 15905 
Minerva Peters Bilger, Class of 1915 
Birthday: November 23 (age 101) 
She is a resident at Polyclinic Medical Center. 
612 Memorial Building 
Harrisburg,PA 17110 
Frances Butler Pangburn, Class of 1916 
Birthday: May 26 (age 93) 
39 South 4th Street 
Lewisburg, P A 17837 
Violetta Emig, Class of 1922 
Birthday: September 24 (age 90) 
110 W. 9th Avenue 
York, PA 17404 
Ann Campbell Trego, Class of 1920 
Birthday: November 3 (age 90) 
She is a resident at Manatawny Manor. 
Pottstown, PA 19464 
Frances M. Grove, Class of 1917 
Birthday: August 19 (age 89) 
R D 1, Box J4 7, Tionesta, P A 16353 
Oil Painting presented to the School of Nursing by the Class of 1975. Painted by J. Glatzer. 
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT 
Dam a (Kern) Brobst Sara K. Rorabaugh Margaret (Evans) Koehler 
Alma (Andrews) Johnson Elizabeth (Killinger) Mowday Perma (Ehrhart) Davis 
May 31, 1981 -August 15, 1982 
Mildred (Gorman) Jeffers Harriet (Spatig) Zeller Josephine (Barbour) Moellers 
Dorothy (Bates) Young Laura (Zukowski) Johnson 
We wish to thank each and everyone of you for your generous giving and continued support and loyalty to your 
Ellen (Coulbourn) Wise Gertrude (Nichols) Sessions 1942 - $700.00 
Florence (Detwiler) Hammond Virginia (Bickel) Miller Grace (Jennings) Dunkleberger 
Alumni Association. Florence (Shive) Keffer Rebecca (Moore) Wilson 
The contributions brought the total to $12,318.00. . . 1933-$280.00 Helyn (Long) Romberg Alice C. Boehret 
All contributions received after August 15, 1982 will be acknowledged in the Alumm Bulletm for 1983. Catherine (Gray) Paine Pauline (Davis) Leager Beatrice (Raymann) Snyder 
Pauline (Helman) Kough Caroline (Hill) Masuda Mary (Zeit) Wittman 
Following is a list of contributors according to classes: Katherine (Kinch) Leach Etta (Heal) Baker Myrtle (Taylor) Berman 
1927-$155.00 1931- $330.00 
Leona (Clouser) Gehris Alice (Leatherman) Fulmer Anna (Alexander) Krall 
1909 - $50.00 Isabella (Kevel) Heverly Blanche Ford 
Anna (Woodring) Crofford Ruth (Thorp) West 
Mary (Robinson) Godfrey 
Martha Riland Minnie Bartash 
Kathryn (West) Magin 1938-$65.00 Dorothy (Fraley) Templeton 
Lorraine (Knoll) Mayers Bernice (Goodenow) Cottrell 
Vivian (Passmore) Murray Madeline M. Ullom Lois (Longacre) Kelly 
1912-$25.00 
Lillian M. Mertz Elizabeth (Youngblood) Gaul 
Elizabeth (Romich) Cobb Edith (Owen) McCutcheon Sylvia E. Hendrickson 
Nora (Shearer) Parsons 
Margaret Carey Marie (Hosage) DeStefano 
lsa (King) Ewing Lida (Pardee) Goodell Viola (Cook) Brubaker 
Elizabeth (Garner) Miller Sue (Williams) Wells 
Florence C. Heist Mary (Reeder) Copeland Doris (Jones) Schecter 
1916-$40.00 Pauline (McElwee) Gillen Helen (Walp) Hubbard 
Edith (Gendebien) Reeves Joyce (Rose) Sproch I I 
Bonnie Browning Anna (Scafa) Scanlon 1934-$290.00 Elinor (Miller) Wentzell Dorothy (Maag) Frizen 
I 
Frances (Butler) Pangburn Filomena (Tiracchia) Doherty Mildred (English) Hively Dorothy (Wall) Ghares Anita (Bryan) Eisner Gladys (Reed) White 
I 
Frances (Baker) Crossan 
Esther (Weiss) Wilson Agnes (Kevel) Henry 
Margaret (Yarnall) Snear Nancy (Habecker) Maxwell 
1917 - $25.00 Virginia (Emmert) Leo Anna (Jacoby) Gehrke 1939 - $140.00 Rosalyn (Hosterman) Boyle 
Frances M. Grove Evelyn (Reeser) Arnold Marie (Keene) Lawton Edna (Garretson) Eyler Alice Massey 
Emma Bahner Julia (Tyler) McCracken Lorraine (Pensinger) Phillips Beatrice (Raub) Staron 
1920- $35.00 1928- $155.00 Helen C. Rodewig Angela R. Cozza Olga (Dygan) Mitchell Madaline (Kinch) Knight 
Ann DeWitt Frances (Pierson) Woolf Esther (Cowen) Huntsberger Ruth (Spencer) Dunfee Kathleen (Hock) Martin Sally (McHugh) Luscombe 
Henrietta Bigney Grace (Breunig) Meikle Ruth (English) Whitley Helen (Reimer) Motsay Harriet (Keller) O'Connor Rhoda (Burg) Weisz 
Edna Scott Madelyn (Reimel) Knapp Mildred (Dore) Estrada Julia (Winstead) Kreemer Doris E. Bowman 
1921 - $35.00 Margaret (Martin) Lauchle Dorothy T. Peterson Betty Piersol Virginia E. Foor Doris Mae (Gresh) DeLong 
Jennie E. Kutz Beatrice (Noll) Smith Anna V . Lucas Evelyn (Wilson) Frazier Winnie (Greulich) Kistler Dorothy Cloud 
Verna (Keller) Roberts Myrtle (Derr) Hess Verna (Hertzler) Diehm Mary (Schwab) Gregg Kathryn (Tomasso) Beitel 
Laura (Carlton) Short 1932-$708.00 Margaret (Clayton) Schellenger Dorothy (Pfeiffer) Lepley Rose (Pesci) Nicastro 
1922- $20.00 Elvera (Jensen) Herb Emma (Phoebus) Kelly Elizabeth (Zajac) Sedway Irene (Lauver) Polner 
Viletta M. Emig Adalyne (Kinkead) Casper Mildred (Bucher) Price 1940- $175.00 
Dorothy (Smith) Bennett Dorothea (Bulette) Watson 1935 - $205.00 Alice (Freed) Moore 1943- $195.00 
1923- $10.00 Elizabeth (Neely) Joy Elizabeth Ent Margaret (Armstrong) Tannard Mary (Fiyte) Rosser Vivian Moyer 
Clara M. Brunner Laura DeWitt Ellen (Crawford) Teague Ruth (Ritter) Holbrook Jeanne (Cresswell) Zukowski 
Mildred (Smith) O'Connor Evelyn (Rolland) Curran Ellen ( Remensnyder) Carlton ldabelle (Reeder) Hartley 
1924-$45.00 
1929-$155.00 Dora (Adams) Reynolds Esther (Patton) Weber Marion (Jones) Tracey Esther (Milewski) Kahn 
Beatrice (Foote) O'Hara Mabel Prevost Dorothy (Dundore) Williams 
Stella (Keller) Godshall Sara Werstler Betty (Hanes) McKim 
Estelle (Steigerwalt) Taylor 
Jane (Maniwald) Ezell Norma (Mangold) Gould Blanche Rushin Marion (Kostay) Sobiesiak Jean (Farrell) Kehm 
Josephine R. Lucas 
Ann (Williams) Candler Adeline (Roth) Miller Marian (Battin) Howe Violet (Garret) Hyman Margaret (Brainard) Scull 
Zelda (Rowe) Mencer Thelma (Showers)-Morris Mary (Coles) Moore Dorothy (McComb) Talbot Betty (Calhoun) Suttles 
Hazel (Besecker) Beach Verna (Myers) Zimmerman Mary (Rotz) Evans Margaret ( Foor) Miller 
1925-$105.00 Mabel (Nutter) Nutter Marie (Scherer) Maxwell 
Helen (Job) Enterline 1944- $210.00 
Clara I. Luchsinger Barbara Cornell Lucille S. Harpel 
1936-$255.00 Mary (Eisenhart) Fleming Jean (McMull in) Koutsouros 
Helen (Gilbert) Haas Blanche (Metz) Henderson Virginia Fuller Clara (Sweeney) McArthur 
Bernice (Wigglesworth) Sprecher Charlotte (Stover) Ellenbogen 
Lillian (Dilliard) Hartman Margaret (Shearer) Gile Carolyn (Jones) Transue Mary (Radel) Menendez 
Ellora (Endicott) Meyer Mary (Snook) Smolkovic 
Mildred (Kroupa) Okunishi Neta (Hart) Anderson Gladys (Arnold) Blue Louise (Huegel) Hafer Janet (Hicks) Arnold 
Janet (Keesport) Kinch 
Marion (Robinson) Briggs Frances Wildonger Erma (Coup) Painter Lydia K. Yerkes 
Marjorie (Lambert) Swindlehurst 
Marian (Styver) Carey Sylvia (Cole) Vlam Margaret (Pound) Ransom 
1941 - $250.00 Geraldine (Schreffler) Meyer 
Antoinette (Laudano) Ronayne Naomi (DeGroft) Price Elizabeth (Stephan) Miller Kathryn (Duffy) Quackenbush 
Marjorie (Fink) Searing 
1930 - $85.00 Gail (Gonder) Willard 
Thelma (Marks) Saylor Peggy Summers Elizabeth (Smith) Alt 
1926-$110.00 Minnie (Souder) Ruh 
Rose (Selgraft) Dodson Myra (Snyder) Dunkle Jean (Lockwood) Wagner Maureen (Sharpless) McCool 
Evelyn (Moore) Larson Marion E. Smith Gertrude (Friel Riviello Mary (Thomas) Dickerson 
Josephine (Miles) Dickerson Marian (Lewis) Petrosky 
Ella (Engel) Kelsh Emma (Felker) Reinhart 
Dorothe (Brede) Connole Helen (Swan) Joslin Rosie (Smith) Jones 
Marjorie Workinger Isabelle (Russell) Lindecamp Ruth (Kiefman) Giletto 
Ernestine (Grundkowski) Rowe Elmina (Sachs) Hanges Evelyn (Miller) Flickinger 1937-$285.00 Frances (Huston) Rumberger 1945-$335.00 
Ruth (Smith) Davis Emma (Sellers) Johnson Sara M. Raymer Gladys (Welty) Reichard Gene (Roush) Jerabek Jane (Bellis) Mack 
Martha (Bray) Clark Hazel Oberdorf 
Annetta (Moffet) Whitehead Hazel (Greger) Biddle Margaret C. Taylor 
Grace (Simmons) Peacock Jean (Fishel) Carter 
Phoebe (Fitz) McCleaf Theresa (Pucci) Wakeley Mildred (Woodhead) Hawkesworth Melba (Watkins) Snyder Geraldine (Halvorsen) Wagner 
Grace (Waltman) Kuhns Edna (Hannon) Peters 
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Class of 1972, 10th Reunion. 
the 
annual luncheon 
(Clockwise from center front), Doris (Young) Moore, Elizabeth (Whysong) Mathers, Helen (Koerner) Corrigan, Elizabeth (Golden) 
Cooper, Julia "Teddy" (Zelia) King, Hilda (Crane) Lineweaver, Jane (Black) Guerin, Claire (Murphy) Boylan, Patty (Keller) Walters, 
Margaret M. Cossman and Maude Reeve (Saunders) Schwab. 
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(Left to right), Margaret M. Cossman, 
President and Perma Davis, Past President. 
(Lett to right}, Kathy Woods, Perma 
Davis, President, and Frances Pangburn. 
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Eve (Barney) Sheetz Arlene (Yohey) Watkins Jane (Snyder) Wilgus Charlotte Hoerst 1965-$105.00 Dolores Hughes 
Evelyn (Sherick) Sell Kathryn (Hafer) Eyrich Louisa (Manhart) Hoch Joanne (Scherer) D' Alonzo Judith (Abbott) Getz Joan (Kuehner) Munyon 
Beryl (Mathuse) Chipowsky Aileen (Hickey) Wapner Patricia (Wells) Steinhagen Pqtricia (Heisey) Harzer Susan (Wilhour) Smeltz Daveen (Jones) Edmiston 
Florence (Schmick) Howanitz Irene (Narcowich) Kaufman Naomi (May) Davis Anne (Major) Jones Judith (Larson) Moyse Irene (Tachovsky) Holly 
Elizabeth Snyder Lois Patricia Zong Jean (Tomlin) Dempsey Patricia (Sankey) Brown Janet (Walker) Respess Nancy (Loury) Argonish 
M. Elaine (Anderson) Barrick Betty (Richards) Stone Jenny (Jongenberger) Adams 
Ruth (Riggin) Corson 1949-$250.00 Elizabeth (Snyder) Collins 1960-$205.00 Lois (Russell) Foxen 1970-$105.00 
Betty (Covert) Rhodes Lorraine (Milewski) McCall Genevieve (Alderfer) Batten Barbara (Zellner) Umbenhauer Ad rienne (Lowe) Daughenbaugh Alice (Coligan) Conte 
Betty (Williams) Knox Jean Mease Rena (Sauvageot) Graham Barbara (Heaps) Vitelli Cheryl (Knauer) Weber Rose (Siovich) Provost 
Betty (Umbower) Attanasio Phyllis (Schadel) Huntzinger Helen (Fetsko) Besecker Mary (Mockaitis) Martin Ellen (May) Whitehorne Susan (MacMillan) Lloyd 
Col. Catherine T. Betz E. Priscilla (Kresge) Nicholson Margaret (Irwin) Riemer Madeline (Henly) Glass Phyllis (Nice) Anders 
Christine (Lindes) Park Allene (Hanna) Gallagher Carol (Stuart) Baxter Barbara (Estep) Nevara 1966-$180.00 Carol Ann (Evans) Phillips 
Joanne (Duffield) O'Brien Sally Ann (Giorgio) Harris Nancy (Scull) Brainard Julianne (Marcincin) Darrow 
1946-$225.00 Betty Jean (Mengel) Borkey 1955-$275.00 Carolyn (Ressler) Goepfert Bonnie Ann Crofford Suzanne (Peters) McLean 
Nelmah (Faust) Shaffer Kathleen (McGeary) Tierney Andrey (Titlow) Priga Ann (Hill) Griffaw Mary Lou Lebsack Marge Connors 
Jeanne L. Lebkicher Lucille (Flavell) Henkelmann Barbara G. Smith Lorretta (Ostroski) Dempsey Clare Karabasz Gail M. Kaempf 
Betty (Kimmel) Frommelt Helen (Daugherty) Barrett Adrienne (Marasco) Rodgers Judith Romack Patricia (Downey) Houck 
Elaine (Schappet) Haines Ruth (Lange) Wettig Dawn (Dietman) John Claire (Corson) Scott Marion (Carey) Goodwin 1971 - $150.00 
Nancy (Eathorne) Seeley Doris (Graver) Schuman Naomi (Walls) Wilson Carol (Denise) Kolsky Denise (Dougherty) Becht 
Jeanne L. Supplee Florence (Servello) McAlpin Mildred (Murray) Kline 1961 -$130.00 Judy (Kramen) Seltzer Louise (LaFleur) Geise 
Jeanne (Herr) Burkins Joan (Chadwick) Cramer Betty Lou (Simonson) Woods Susane (Berkowitz) Zamitis Judith Ann Jones 
Mary (Holzman) McQuown 1950- $170.00 Nanette (DeLong) Smith Marjorie (Ross) Berrier Judith (Allen) Long Grace Ann Spena 
Janet Hindson Patricia (Costello) Magley Noreene (Mostoller) Shaffer Tracy (Valentine) Booth Lyn (Broomall) Scazafabo 
1947 - $475.00 Mary (Moore) Brumbaugh Dolores (Wisotzkey) Spirt Jill (Danch) Mascena Mildred (Newby) Riff 
Virginia (Sturges) Lawrence Geraldine (Stemler) Strye Jean ( Lucarini) Avila Ann (Barron) McBeth 1967-$135.00 Beth Lynn (Heisey) Riedel 
Elizabeth (Feiler) McNulty Ruth (Swinehart) Merroth Elizabeth (McGuillen) Larkin Linda (Strege) Lauria 
Teresa (Ludorf) Lewis Margaret (Henry) Jones 1956-$70.00 Clare Lynch Marilyn (Ruble) Scelba 1972-$235.00 
Arlean V. Miller Ellen (Baran) Stahl Florence Roche Mary W. Parrish Sally (Higham) Fenlin Ellen Kay Boyer 
Emma (Lutz) Subers Wealthy (Morrow) Shutt Joan (Walker) Randolph Eleanor (Hollister) Reinhardt Mary (Webb) Hulick 
Elaine (Gover) Hampton Barbara (Fisher) Ackerman Margaret (Cordner) Baker 1962- $115.00 Carol (Siegrist) Woodruff Cheryll (Baumgartner) Meyer) 
Helen (Koerner) Corrigan Shirley (Mackley) Hoffert Noreen (King) Poole Carol (Frame) Green Joan (Heaton) Hampf Kathleen (Konrad) Smith 
Betty (Pyle) Miller Anne (Werner) Breach Norma Dawson Carole (Costello) Tomlinson Jill (Simpson) Bower Sandra Snider 
Barbara (Hendershot) Marks Jean (Hohe) Larkin Carol (Sode) Dotts Carol (Shaeffer) McCierkin Denise (Averbach) Wychowanec 
Carol (Stevens) Covert 1957 - $235.00 Patricia Ann (Thomas) Goetz Karen (Neubeck) Brady Christine (Quinn) Hodder 
Marie Louise Baloga 1951-$205.00 Georgann (Jacobs) Miller Joann (Paul) Mussio Carole DiNubile 
Grace (Hunsberger) Mease Jeanne Holzbaur Gretchen (Aschenbach) Baker Arlene (Kania) Hillig 1968 - $265.00 Anita (Freedman) Lief 
Ann (Zimmerman) Boyer Nancy (Thompson) Powell Rose Marie Tomasello Marcie (Grieshaber) Moore Shirley (Dubis) Poling Deborah Waters 
Elizabeth (Martin) Spencer Jeanette Plasterer Colleen (Wedge) Scussa Susan (Eckerd) Leake Ruth (Montgomery) Penta Christine (Sachs) McCann 
Betty (Steward) McConnell Louise (Simonson) O'Neill Jeanne (Seely) Abbott Joim (Spece) Yannessa Virginia (Bozarth) Waldron Donna (Monroe) Phelps 
Irene (Evancho) Werner Dolores (Pauster) Gorham Peggy (Eckhart) Hess Halina (Piekarska) Warmbrod 
Janet (Edwards) Maurer Marion (Thorp) Williams Sandra (Bunker) Walsh 1963-$145.00 Sandra (Payne) Kenton 1973 - $140.00 
Julia C. Stout Dorothy (Dewees) LoSasso Mary (Shinglock) Gallagher Jean (Allen) McConnell Eileen (Gannon) Fagnani Gina (Corotto) Kramer 
Muriel (Tice) Rotherman Patricia (Shoemaker) Verbinski Louise (Angelo) O'Brien Margaret (Hannigan) Bethanis Mary (Squires) Getz Kate Felix 
Margaret Cossman Marian (Hoffman) Narbuth Doris (Shoemaker) Townsend Bonnie (Inghram) Siegrist Barbara (Willey) Blood 
Doris (Young) Moore Virginia (Wesley) Dorman 1958 - $200.00 Dorothy (Fanelle) Brown Patricia (Moffitt) Frank Susan Dodd 
Paula (Correnti) Tyler Drosalina (Riccio) Riffle Nancy M. Gallagher Lorie (Crumlish) Brown Shelah (Hoberman) Luber 
Ruth (Groves) McCormick 1952 - $90.00 Barbara (Hand) Brodovsky Maureen (Cassidy) McKeever Kathleen (Suber) Carlson Jean (Smoker) Ricci 
Jane (Black) Guerin Catherine (Matthews) DeLuca Edna (Lockwood) Hneleski Marjorie (Haines) Powell Jeanne Kane Maryann (Roddy) Puglis 
Hilda (Crane) Lineweaver Ann (Summers) Nesbella Barbara (Wilson) Kelso Margaret (Carr) Hargrave Janet D. Welsh 
Beryl (Miller) Bashore Barbara (Wilhelm) Tichian Muriel (LeVan) Keller Terry (Camilli) Musitano 1969 - $200.00 Bonnie (Esten) Zuckerman 
Albina (Vetro) Stackhouse Nancy (Beard) Griggs Kathleen (Shanahan) Huffman Luann (Miller) Daggett 
1948-$155.00 Elizabeth (Bechtel) Runge Annunciata (Sakella) Daneman 1964-$145.00 Jane (McGarvey) Wuerth Genie (Goldfarb) Green 
Phyllis (Russell) Szewczak Nancy (Greising) Wilhelm Linda (Doll) Eppley Patricia (Gardner) Marquette Kathleen (Hoffman) Kline Phyllis (Heller) Richman 
Betty (Towsey) Daughenbaugh Carol (Freshcoln) Gilcher Roanne (Axelson) Heise Marilyn (Guidi) Rourke 
Louise (Swartz) Lorah 1953 - $50.00 Lois (Boeckel) Toomey Kathleen (Langan) Jones Marlene (Sovin) Croce 1974- $155.00 
Rachel (Irvine) Herbert Jane (Reimer) Lemmon Peggy (Wunder) Wells Carol (Parzniewski) Teplick Marilyn Bergner Wendy (Obst) Manganiello 
Nancy (Weikel) Ritzman Janet (Edwardsen) Meredith Barbara (Hedenberg) Narehood Ann (Eldredge) Kahn Susan (Sheaffer) Cantwell 
Dorothy (Peterson) Turnbow Cathleen (Margiasso) Keating 1959-$170.00 Barbara (Nase) Anderson Marianne (Gaspari) Collins Margaret Smith 
Christina (Morrison) Blasius Joyce (Weidner) Mest Judith (Wright) Sloes Beth Reed Linda R. Lake MaryJo (Winning) McMullin 
Mary Patricia (Long) Haupt Carol (Karnes) Wenzel Jeraldine (Marasco) Kohut Kristina (Hancock) Reede Debora (Boyle) Borkowski 
Shirley (Darling) McDonald 1954 - $250.00 Carol (Jones) Stange Jeanetta (Capotosto) Clark Linda Barbour Margaret (Ott) Martin 
Betty (Johns) Budrow Sarah (Hindson) Wagner Sally (Little) Danyo Virginia (Morris) Hunter Maria (Dildine) Pepper 
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Margaret J. Birch 
Jeanne (Margraf) Wagner 
Nancy (Hampton) Hilkert 
Barbara Graf 
Patricia (Jones) Clark 
1975-$205.00 
Denise (Bertram) Capaldi 
Linda S. Bingaman 
Susanne (McCullough) Hoffman 
Germaine S. Scott 
Mary (Bowes) Fabrizio 
Donna (Ranieri) Ambrogi 
Brenda (Scott) Goldberg 
Theresa O'Brien 
June (Matthews) DeMoya 
Susan P. Riggin 
Catherine (Giavey) Dowhy 
Regina (Dreyer) Klinger 
Judith (Phillips) Vadurro 
Maria (Triolo) Glavey 
1976-$185.00 
Eleanor (Hansell) Cunningham 
Joan Lyne Caruso 
Kathy (Ankenbrand) Cochlin 
Linda Critzer 
Leslie (May) Tahsler 
Nancy C. Parks 
Karen E. Patterson 
Lynne (Arnold) Lees 
Karen Marie Jordan 
Donna (Orsine) Simone 
Paula (Lyons) Lichtenstein 
Anne (Biankemeyer) McDermott 
Sue (Marriott) Sauzet-Parini 
1977- $210.00 
Judith (McCullan) Delucca 
Barbara (Bachman) Symons 
Karen Ann (Mirecki) Webster 
Clare (McDonald) Poplaski 
Joan (Frelond) Sato 
Patricia Pryor 
Andrea (Rothman) Mann 
Patricia (Thompson) Jenkins 
Janeane (DuPont) Sloane 
Betty Anne (Beck) Hedges 
Susan (Burrell) Sawula 
Nancy (McColgan) Curry 
Gail Sitvarin 
Nancy (Donovan) Cohen 
Terry (Mayne) Colella 
1978-$255.00 
Ernest A. Weatherly 
Patricia G. Simmons 
Kathleen Murtha 
Lorraine J. McCullough 
Joan (Wolbert) Reimer 
Carol (Miller) Muller 
Diane (Warden) Carugno 
Jeanne (Stock) Petrelli 
Jannifer Rittle 
John T. Hitchens 
Deborah Jones 
Leslie (Wilkinson) Stickley 
LuAnn Kopenhaver 
Alice ( Leisch) Guarino 
Lee Patrick 
Regina (lnsogna) Procopio 
Linda Parr 
Sherry (McNeal) O'Brien 
1979-$130.00 
Sharon (Miller) Chilton 
Anita (Finkleman) Devlin 
Diane Foley 
Kathleen (Wapner) Schneider 
Donna (Callahan) Stable 
Sandra (Lee) Wilson 
Lisa Ann (Keegan) Sarcewicz 
Debra K. Lyman 
Karen Hollander 
Theresa (McGlynn) Rupp 
Diane (Wolvin) Hinkel 
1980-$195.00 
Pamela (Weippert) Goldenberg 
Mary Ann (Mullen) Ragone 
Barbara (Engel) Kenney 
Donna (Kloss) Casey 
Gail E. McGratten 
Patricia Ann (Mock) Clark 
Marianne (Maxwell) Ostrow 
Susan Sullivan 
Ann Curcio 
Mary Ann (Brady) Stephany 
Sara Scheidt 
Susan A. Bergdoll 
Ursula Maslofsky 
1981 -$135.00 
Susan V. Fisher 
Nancy (Pritts) Rose 
Nancy E. Gallagher 
Lisa (Bressi) Auletta 
Sylvia Spaeth 
Sandra (Souder) Sisk 
Lisa (Kelly) Sakser 
Martha E. Boylan 
CLASS OF 1982 
Miss Karen A. Barna 
205 East Kraft Avenue 
Haddon Township, NJ 08107 
Miss Suzanne E. Carmody 
R.D. 1, Box 153-1 
New Hope, PA 18938 
Miss Deborah L. Carter 
535 Buckstone Drive 
Southampton, PA 18966 
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Miss Deborah A. Cava 
11806 Colman Road 
Philadelphia, PA 19154 
Mr. David A. Chialastri 
600 Apache Lane 
Norristown, PA 19401 
Miss Dawn P. Comerford 
5626 Peabody Avenue 
Pennsauken NJ 08109 
Mrs. Patricia A. Corey 
1001 Clements Avenue 
Boothwyn, PA 19061 
Miss Jacqueline M. Farrell 
2114 Dixon Avenue 
Croydon, PA 19020 
Miss Theresa A. Fink 
2304 Branch Pike 
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077 
Mrs. Cheryl A. Furman 
504 Pine Lake Village 
Lindenwold, NJ 08021 
Miss Theresa M. Heim 
1104 Sycamore Street 
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035 
Miss Maryann Heinick 
314 Lippincott Avenue 
Riverside, NJ 08075 
Miss Ellen M. Holohan 
5597 So. Hillcreek Drive 
Philadelphia, PA 19120 
Miss Anne L. Howie 
1110 Rodman Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19147 
Miss Patricia A . Jenkins 
907 Pennsy Ivan ia Avenue 
Croydon, PA 19020 
Mrs. Susan D. Keeley 
96 West Sparks Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19120 
Mrs. Barbara Kaminsky Leone 
193 Leonard Avenue 
Clarksboro, NJ 08020 
Miss Sandra L. Krebs 
12225 Rambler Road 
Philadelphia, PA 19154 
Miss Jane F. Linardo 
1504 Benson Avenue 
Mays Landing, NJ 08330 
Miss Theresa A. McGarrigle 
206 McKean Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19148 
Miss Christine E. Mayer 
1034 Chelten Parkway 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 
Miss Carol Meisner 
117 South 1Oth Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
Miss Marie P. Mengel 
1000 East Cushmore Road 
Southampton, PA 18966 
Miss Cheryl A. Molineaux 
Miss Catherine A. Peterson 
20 Virginia Avenue 
Westmont, NJ 08108 
Miss Francine L. Pollock 
40 Woodbridge Court North 
Langhorne, PA 19047 
Miss Nona M. Ramsey 
428 Morris Street, 1st floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19148 
Miss Kathleen M. Santangelo 
530 Unruh Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19111 
Miss Theresa Sylvester 
1527 No. Lawrence Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19122 
Miss Karen McKee Tanner 
153 North Park Drive 
Aurora, Ohio 44202 
Miss Marie K. Waldron 
9952 Hegerman Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19114 
Miss Lisa A. Wolf 
3520 Gloucester Lane 
Philadelphia, PA 19114 
316 Monroe Avenue, Beverly PO 
Edgewater Park Township, NJ 08010 
Miss Susan M. Solecki 
1968 Beyer Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19115 
Miss Katherine E. Woods 
66 East Washington Street 
Adamstown, PA 19501 
Miss Margaret A. O'Kane 
84 Gage Road 
East Brunswick, NJ 08816 
Mr. Duane Stanton 
Zieber Road 
Packerford, PA 19457 
Mrs. Christine K. Stern 
4917 Ventnor Avenue 
Ventnor, NJ 08406 
MEMORIAL GIFTS 
Miss Linda M. Yarnall 
1581 Rodney Drive 
West Chester, PA 19380 
Clara (Sweeney) McArthur, Class of 1936- Memory of her 
mother Clara (Sweger) Sweeney, Class of 1908- $25.00. 
Class of 1932 - $378.00 in memory of the deceased mem-
bers of their class. 
In Honor of: 
The members of the graduating class of 1982 - $125 00 
given by Kathleen Carlson -Class of 1968. . ' 
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Class Notes 
Class of 1916 
Frances Butler Pangburn, 27 Coopers River Drive, Cherry Hill, NJ 
08034. Another year older, hope to be at the luncheon since I am 
living in the vicinity- Cherry Hill- see you then! 
Class of 1917 
Frances M. Grove, R.D. 1, Box J-47, Tionesta, PA 16353. Recent 
cataract surgery. Was successful. Just was fitted with a contact lens. 
Class of 1919 
Alice Worthington, resident at the Meno Nursing Home, Chambers-
burg, PA. 17201. 
Elsie Rappaport, 5301 Old York Rd., York House, So. Bldg., 114R, 
Phila., PA 19141. 
Class of 1921 
Elizabeth Garner Miller, 3654 Cold Spring Lane, Chamblee, Georgia 
30341. 
Verna Keller Roberts (Benjamin Albert), 11% Main St., Drifton, 
PA 18221. I will always appreciate the spendid training at Jefferson 
Hospital. 
Class of 1925 
Antoinette Laudano Ronayne (widowed in 1976), 75 Bradley Ave., 
Meriden, Conn. 06450. Class of 1925 from White Haven. Retired 
in 1963. 
Mafalda Marquardt Ziegler (husband deceased). 207 Lilac Lane, 
Delanco, NJ 08075. I have been under medical care and have 
had an operation. 
Class of 1926 
Ruth Smith Davis (Chas. R. - deceased), Box 705, Cokesbury 
Village, Hockessin, DE 19707. Still happy - have lived here for 
3% years. Am now honorary grandmother to a Brownie Troop. 
They are darlings- 7 to 9 years of age. 
Phoebe Fritz McCleaf (Lloyd F. - deceased). 107 So. Oller Ave., 
Waynesboro, PA 17268. Husband, Lloyd F. McCleaf, passed away 
January 16, 1982, following a long illness. 
Class of 1928 
Elvira Jensen Herb (Walter 0.), Cornwall Manor- Westwood Apt. 
2F, Cornwall, PA 17016. Married February 15, 1982. Address the 
same. 
Laura Carlton Short (J. Walter- deceased), 58 Hub Courts, Mills-
boro, DE 19966. My youngest grandson, Richard, has been accepted 
at Georgia State University to study toward a BSN degree. He is a 
graduate of Penn State and has been counseling disturbed children 
at Peachford Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Margaret Martin Lauchle (Harry C.), 5909 Grand Ave., Downers 
Grove, IL 60516. Appreciated receiving the Alumni Bulletin with 
news of classmates and others. 0 ur daughter, graduate of Wesley 
Mem., Chicago, (now Northwestern Mem.) diploma school is being 
phased out this year. We have just returned from Williamsport, PA, 
where we attended the 60th reunion of my High School class, and 
visited friends in Rochester, NY on our way home. We are both in 
better health now than we were last year, for which we are so 
gratefu I! My best wishes to all there! 
Hazel M. Chubb, resident at the Valley View Home, Altoona, PA 
16603. 
Mae Faust Mitchell, (Class of White Haven), 2550 So. 11th St., 
Allentown, PA 18103. Mae is a permanent resident of a nursing 
home. 
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Frances Hess Currie (Jim - deceased), Masonic Home, P.O. Box 
308, Burlington, NJ 08016. Mr. Currie and I were to come here on 
May 19th, but Jim died, very unexpectantly, a week before. I had 
hoped they could help Jiin here. 
Elizabeth Neely Joy, 786 Hope St., Apt. 2, Mountain View, CA 
94040. Have lived in California since 1954. 
Class of 1929 
Mabel C. Prevost, 5831 Chew Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19138. Elected 
for another term as President, Community Nursing Bureau of Metro· 
politan Philadelphia. 
Hazel Besecker Beach (Justice). 3210 Overbrook, N.W., Canton, 
Ohio 44709. "Taking it easy"- heart attack, July 1981. 
Barbara G. Cornell, 928 Mary St., Mt. Joy, PA 17552. R.D. 3. 
Moved to be nearer my family. 
Margaret Shearer Gila (Donald), 95 Demarest Pkwy., Elmira, NY 
14905. Edna Shearer Richards, my sister, passed away last August 
'81 (Class of 1928). Sorry that I missed the luncheon in May, due 
to recent illness. 
Neta Hart Anderson, 107 Lawrence Rd., Broomall, PA 19008. Re-
tired, doing volunteer work at Haverford Community Hospital. 
Active in DAR work at other Historical & Patriotic Organizations. 
Travel a great deal. Active in Presbyterian church activities. 
Class of 1930 
Emma Ruth Sellers Johnson (Charles E.), Sarasota City Mobile 
Park, P.O. Box 8286, Sarasota, FL 33578. My husband still remains 
a total invalid with no hope of recovery. 
Annetta M. Moffett Whitehead (Walter T.), 107 Chesney Lane, 
Philadelphia, PA 19118. My grandaughter, Carol Whitehead, will be 
graduating from the University of .JIIorth Carolina this May. My 
grandson, Tommy, is a Soph. at UNC. 
Hazel V. Oberdorf, 139 N. 2nd St., Lewisburg, PA 17837. Retired 
June 22, 1977 and moved to the above address January 1978. 
Enjoying my retirement. Still crocheting, knitting, If, in this area, 
stop in to see me. Miss seeing everyone. 
Marian Donna Lewis Petrosky (husband -deceased), 1816 Univer-
sity Place, Villa 16, Sarasota, FL 33580. I am feeling just fine, 
helping all my elderly neighbors. Have plenty of room - anybody 
come on down for the Florida sunshine -it will cure your arthritis 
and make you young again. Love you all. 
Edna Hannon Peters, 51 Logan St., Lewistown, PA 17044. I am 
enjoying retirement and spend the winters in Florida. 
Class of 1931 
Emma M. Bahner, 3615 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104. 
Enjoyed our 50th anniversary. Thank you for all the pictures, 
addresses and publicity in the 1981 Bulletin. Our 51st classmates, 
keep writing and coming to the luncheons. 
Mildred English Hively (J. Paul), 10824 Caron Drive, Sun City, 
AZ 85351. I have just been made a member of the Travelers Cen-
tury Club. I have visited over 100 countries and islands. 
Elizabeth Youngblood Gaul (J. Anderson- deceased), 2148 Cherry 
St., Philadelphia, PA 19103. Still enjoying retirement. Twin grand-
daughters are seniors in high school. 
Blanche Ford, Box 13, Periwinkle Tr. Pk., Sanibel, F L 33957. Take 
part in several church and community activities, also volunteer 
nursing and love it all. Thanks to Jefferson, I can be a help to many 
in my nursing. 
Virginia Emmert Leo, 1749 Edgewood Hill Circle, Hagerstown, MD 
21740. I enjoyed our 50th reunion luncheon meeting last year. Just 
wish more of our classmates had been present. 
Anna Scafa Scanlon (John T.). 600 Layne Blvd., Apt. 105, Hallan-
dale, F L 33009. Pleasure to receive the alumni news. Expect to visit 
Jefferson this summer- see you then. 
Class of 1932 
Mildred Bucher Price (Warren 0. Price, Sr.), 534 Mill St., Cata-
wissa, PA 17820. Getting old and decrepit - but still take blood 
pressures at Senior Citizens Center. 
Adeline Roth Miller (Benjamin), 6704 Glen Ave., Glen Dale, MD 
20769. Looking forward to our Golden Anniversary. See you there! 
Dorothy Bates Young (Harvey- deceased), 2714 Broad St., Easton, 
PA 18042. I was unable to attend the 50th reunion in May. I still 
have a warm spot in my heart for "Jeff" and the excellent training 
that I received there. 
Class of 1933 
Marion Pollitt Carey, CR 3, Box 1121, Lewes, DE 19958. Due to 
ill health, I will not be able to attend the luncheon. Hello to all my 
classmates. 
Vivian Passmore Murray (William), 3026 Old Free Port Rd., Natrona 
Heights, PA 15065. Have been relieving 3 - 11 nurses 2 days a 
week, who have been taking care of a doctor in the community. He 
was 97 years old in January. Am well and keeping busy. Will not 
attend the luncheon this year - looking forward to my 50th next 
year. 
Catherina Gray Paine (Charles S. - deceased). See you Alumni 
Day. 1428 Knox Rd., Wynnewood, PA 19076. 
Carolyn Olsen Kaltenstein, 2754 Emerald St., Philadelphia, PA 
19134. Sorry to miss this important function of our Alumni Lunch-
eon- but it is only because of ill health. 
Elizabeth Romick Cobb (Ivan), 12 High St., Carbondale, PA 18407. 
I really enjoyed reading the last Bulletin (1981). It was very interes-
ting and I appreciated a job well done. 
Class of 1934 
Ruth Spencer Dunfee (Howard K.), 200 W. 40th St., Shadyside, 
Ohio 43947. I probably will not get to the luncheon this year as 
it is too close to our return to Ohio. I have been very well this 
year and the weather has been good also. 
Eva Ingraham Grenoble (D. Edward), 206 N. Main St., Muncy, PA 
17756. I am working two nights a week at the Muncy Valley Hospi-
tal in Geriatric Unit. Also, an occasional vacation night if someone is 
sick. I have one daughter, married, with 3 children. I am now a 
great grandmother. My one son died at age 20. Surely would like to 
see my alma mater. Feel badly about the termination of the training 
school. 
Betty Piersol, 2601 Penna. Ave., Apt. C-852, Philadelphia, PA 
19130. Busier than ever. Time passes so quickly. Expect to attend 
the World Fair in Tenn. this summer, and perhaps go on a tour of 
Greece. 
Margaret Yarnell Snear (S. Clayton), 111 E. 4th St., Media, PA 
19063. I was interested to see Julie's news. We went to Alaska, 
and last year toured Israel and Egypt. I teach swimming and work 
with the Bloodmobile. 
Verna Hertzler Diehm (Warren), 930 Lititz Pike, Lititz, PA 17543. 
Retired December 1981 after working 16 years as Lancaster County 
Court Nurse. Love my retirement! I have 3 children- 2 girls and a 
son, 6 grandchildren and 1 great grandchild. Enjoy visiting my son 
once a year in St. Croix. 
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E~lyn Wilson Frazier (E.W.- deceased), 1308 Park Blvd., Cherry 
H1ll, NJ 08002. I started 1982 off with a most enjoyable trip to 
the West Coast with my immediate family. We saw the Rose Parade 
and attended the Rose Bowl game. Also did a bit of sightseeing 
around the area. 
Julia Tyler McCracken (A.W. -deceased), 524 Revere Rd., Merion 
Sta., PA 19066. Health and happiness are the two main interests 
at the moment. Possibly taking a trip to South Africa in September. 
CLASSMATES - try to attend the luncheon in '83. We would like 
to make plans to celebrate our 50th Anniversary in '84. The 
luncheon this past May was excellent! Fellowship (Happy) hour was 
pleasant, food good, our table in a nice location, acoustics above 
reproach and program entertaining! 
Elizabeth Zajac Sedway (Frank - deceased), 1040 Neola St., Los 
Angeles, CA 90041. A nephew (Dennis Rand) is living in my house. 
He is some help. My health is fair. My last kind of work was Indus-
trial Nurse. I have great respect for the present day education of 
nursing. 
Class of 1935 
Stella Keller Godshall (Jacob M.), Valley Stream Apt. V-201, Lans-
dale, PA 19446. Our class president's wedding was March 27,1982 
- Esther Patton - now Mrs. Paul Weber. We have enjoyed their 
visits often, also visits of Margaret Armstrong Tannard. 
Esther Patton Weber (Paul), Box 242, 2015 Ridge Rd., Perkasie, 
PA 18944. Married on March 27th, amd my new address is above. 
I have seven grandchildren including a set of twin boys. 
Ellen Crawford Teague, Oak Road via Northeastern Ave., Philadel-
phia, PA 19118. Phoenix Publishing Co., Canaan, NH is publishing 
my autobiography-"! Conquered My Mountain", April23rd, 1982. 
Margaret Armstrong Tannard (Thomas Edward - deceased), 79 E. 
Ashland St., Doylestown, PA 18901. I have been a widow since 
1950. Am now living back in my old home. I spend each winter 
in California. 
Class of 1936 
Graca Bardo Ruopp (Ernest), 25 Spruce Mt. Rd., Danbury, CT 
06810. Please send news if possible to above address. I am retired 
and at present recuperating from a broken hip. I am an arthritic. 
Clara Sweeney McArthur (George J.), P.O. Box 207, Grifton, NC 
28530. George has retired. Children - Teresa and John - married. 
John is the father of our two grandsons (ages 3 and 1). I am en-
closing a donation in honor of Mother, Clara Sweger Sweeney, Class 
of 1908, who died in 1960. 
Louise M. Huegel Hafer (Jesse), 1409 Kutz Drive, Pottstown, PA 
19464. My oldest granddaughter, Cindy, started her first year of 
college at Wesleyan Univ., Middletown, Conn., in Sept. It's not 
earth shaking, but I am delighted. 
Thelma Marks Saylor, 243 Callede Madrid, Tucson, AZ 85711. 
Hello Betty! I'm still doing school nursing. Dr. Saylor also has 
a heavy practice. 
Myra Cleo Snyder Dunkle (George W.- deceased), R.D 1, Box 303, 
Everett, PA 15537. Spent 6 weeks in the Phillippineswith a side trip 
to Hong Kong and Canton, China. Have no desire to travel for 
awhile. Home looks pretty good. 
Class of 1937 
Mildred M. Woodhead Hawkesworth (Norman), P.O. Box 263, 
Goffstown, N H 03045. Nothing new, just happy in our new little 
house, large garden, sweeping stand of trees, and all our new neigh-
bors! 
Alice Leatherman Fulmer (James Ll, 323 N. Oak Ave., Clifton 






Gertrude Nichols Sessions (William M.- deceased), 10210 Lorene 
Lane, San Antonio, TX 78216. My sister, JoanN. Davis, Class of 
1954, and I visited the "establishment" in December 1981. We 
went thru part of the hospital, "Atrium-Area" and etc. and were 
completely awe-struck! All that I wanted to do was to stand up 
and yell "I'm one of you all!" 
Class of 1938 
Edith Owen McCutcheon, 70 Collins Rd., Trenton, NJ 08619. 
Older fatter and ornerier every year - but consider myself to 
be lu~ky to be surviving! 
Anita Bryan Eisner (Abraham, M.D.), 801 North Irving Ave., 
Scranton, PA 18510. I work 4 days a week in my husband's office. 
1 have 2 sons - both Physicians and 1 daughter who is a Geo-
Chemist with the United States Dept. of Interior. 
Class of 1939 
Edna Garretson Eyler (Truman R.), 366 N. 4th St., Gettysburg, 
PA 17325. Please send me the alumni news. I worked 9 PM to 
7 AM on Men's Medical either the summer of 1936 or 37, most 
likely 37. Jefferson is a wonderful place! 
Olga Dygan Mitchell (Charles J. - deceased), B 1220 Park Drive M., 
Philadelphia, PA 19144. Husband passed away December 10,1981. 
I spent part of the winter in Ozark, Alab_ama with my_ daugh~er, 
Susan, and her family. The rest of the wmter I spent m Flonda. 
My 2 grandchildren were good therapy for me. 
Mary Schwab Gregg (Lester), 952 Scio St., Elmira, NY 149~1. 
I am retired. Have a two day a week job as a School Nurse m Elm1ra . 
Harriet Kellner O'Connor (John J.), moving to 8775-20th Street, 
Vero Beach, FL 32960 in August, 1982. Nearly fully recovered 
from a major stroke. Hooray! 
Dorothy Pfeiffer Lepley, 4129 Greenvale Drive, South Euclid, Ohio 
44121. Retired in November 1980. Now enjoying a more leisurely 
life. 
Class of 1940 
Marion Kostay Sobiesiak, Box 887,4161 Lehigh Drive, Cherryville, 
PA 18035. Husband passed away June 5, 1980. I've retired due to 
ill health. Have 5 sons, 1 a priest at Reading, PA. 
Mary E. Flyte Rosser (Abe N.), 10 East South St. (-#620), Wilk_es 
Barre, PA 18701. My husband and I have retired to Pennsylvama, 
enjoying every minute - travelling and etc. Our daughter, Bertha, 
has been reassigned to Paris. She is a Vice President with Bank of 
America. Our son, Marvin, is an ophthalmologist in the Chicago 
area. 
Ruth Ritter Holbrook, 398 Penn Ave., West Reading, PA 19611. 
1 am unable to attend the luncheon as I am scheduled to attend 
a Seminar and Annual Meeting of Penna. Assoc. of Occupational 
Nurses at Hershey Hotel. It is necessary for me to attend to earn 
credits to keep my Industrial Nurse Certification current. Expect 
to retire April 1, 1983, then I will be happy to attend our Annual 
Luncheon. I have always been proud of being a graduate nurse from 
"Jeff" and I have never regreted the training I received there. My 
best regards for successful luncheon and hope to be there next 
year. 
Dorothy McComb Talbot (Raymond J.), 909 Greenwood Rd., 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514. Cannot recall if I said before that I w~s 
elected to the Academy of Nursing in Sept. '80. Have chapter m 
Norma Cheska's book entitled The Nursing Profession, McGraw-
Hill, 1982. 
Margaret Foor Miller (Darrell), 155 Mt . Vernon St., Dedham, Mass. 
02026. Still enjoying my School Nursing at the Junior High lev_el. 
My husband is Vice President of Manufacturers Rep_resentat1ve 
Company. Four beautiful grandchildren- 2 boys and 2 g1rls. 
Ellora Endicott Meyer (Frederick), 570 Panoramic Highway, Mill 
Valley, CA 94941. Sorry that I missed the lunc~eon t_his y~ar. 0 ~r 
daughter Susie and her family live close to us m Cahforma. Sus~e 
is an Assistant Vice President at Wells Fargo Bank, Gretchen IS 
married to a minister and lives in Mansfield, Ohio. Both daughters 
have daughters of their own. 
Class of 1941 
Peggy Summers, 2601 Penna. Ave., C-852, Phil~~elphia, PA 1_91_3~; 
February 1, 1982, I retired from nursing - How sweet 1t 1s! 
How did I ever find time to work? 
Ruth Kiefman Giletto (widow), 2020 Locust St., Philadelphia, 
PA 19103. Two grandsons! Son Joseph moved to Hampton Bays, 
NY to join practice in Ear, Nose, Throat with two other Jefferson 
alumni. In Ocean City, until October, I hope!! 
Gene Roush Jerabek (George), 3245 Southern Ave., Kingman, 
Arizona 86401. Still loving retirement in Arizona. 
Grace Simmons Peacock, 1237 W. 7th St., San Pedro, CA 90732. 
Finally became a grandmother. Daughter had a baby girl - ~haron 
Dawn in October '81. Am working in Emergency Dept. m San 
Pedro Peninsula Hospital. We are hoping to become a Trauma 
Center soon. All very exciting. 
Margaret Evans Koehler (Warren, M.D.), R.R 1, Aspetuck Road, 
New Milford, Conn. 06776. I have retired as Director of Volunteers 
but still work part-time as Tumor Registry Secretary. 
Melba Watkins Snyder (Gordon, M.D.), 435 W. Calif. Blvd., Apt. F, 
Pasadena, CA 91105. I am back working. I am caring for an 84 
year old lady who had a pacemaker in~alled in N_ov: I have been 
with her since she came from the hospital. Am enJoymg my work 
and feel great working again. 
Josephine Barbour Moellers (Harry), 7 E. Central Ave., Maple 
Shade, NJ 08052. My daughter's (Marie's) husban~, Dr. Larry 
Stephenson opened his office in Warrenton, VA. He 1s a Neurolo-
gist. They have one son, Shaun David. 
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Class of 1942 
Alice Massey, 7611 Turquoise Lane, Houston TX _77055. I am now 
retired as of January 30, 1982. Good to sleep at n1ght. Recommend 
it for all on 11 to 7. 
Rosalyn Hosterman Boyle (husband - deceased), 3298 S. Eudora 
St., Denver, CO 80222. After 20 years o_f nursing,_! started a s~cond 
career. This is my 19th year as a special education teacher m the 
Denver Public Schools. My teaching certificate carries a "School 
Nurse" endorsement - a source of great pride to me. Son, Dan, 
is a science teacher in the Public Schools of Denver. Four grandsons 
provide the icing on my cake of life. Give my regards to all those 
who remember me. I'd love to join you all in May at the luncheon, 
but the date falls during my busiest time -closing days for school. 
Anne Alexander Krall (Robert P. Krall, M.D.), Eldred, PA 16731. 
Son, Robert H. Krall, who was a Resident in Pathology at T JU 
and a years fellowship at Sloan Kettering, has been emplo~ed 
since July 1981 as Chief of Pathology at the Olean General Hosp1tal 
and St. Francis Hospital, Olean, NY. 
Lois Longacre Kelly (Thomas L.), 11 Chapman Rd., ~ittsfield, 
MA 01201. Our son, Kenneth, will receive his doctorate m educa-
tion from George Washington University, May 1982. 
Sylvia E. Hendrickson, 3320 W. Goret Rd., Tuscan, AZ 85705. 
Enjoying retired life. Have a good year! 
Grace Jennings Dunkelberger (J. Roland), 201 Houston Ave., 
Stroudsburg, PA 18360. Still working full time. Roland plans to 
retire at the end of 1982. 
Alice C. Boehret, 109 Aspen Ct., Marlton, NJ 08053. Will have_a 
sabbatical next year to study feasibility of a master's program m 
a LA college. Went to China last year (May '81) o~ People to 
People mission to study health delivery system and nursmg. 
Myrtle Taylor Berman (Charles), 310 Colonial Ave., Moorestown, 
NJ 08057. Our daughter, Judy, graduates from Bryn Mawr College 
this year- Magna Cum Laude. 
Nancy Habecker Maxwell (Howard), 3113 Gladiola Drive, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80907. I volunteer at a local hospital and this year am 
the corresponding secretary. We are both retired and like to travel. 
Beatrice Raymann Snyder (Frank J.), Rt. 2, Olivebridge, NY 12461. 
Enjoying country life, work part time at an outdoor education site. 
Congratulations to my classmates on our 40th Anniversary! 
Gladys Reed White (Robert E.), 313 Rocky Court West, Chalfont, 
PA 18914. Our grandson is getting into things - 16 months old. 
My husband had a heart spell in Feb.- coming along slowly. Our 
youngest, Beth Ann, works for Arthur Anderson (an accounting 
firm), in the Philadelphia office. 
Sally McHugh Luscombe (Herbert A. Luscombe, M.D.), 600 Old 
Gulf Rd., Penn Valley, PA 19072. Son, Herbert J., M.D., in Family 
Practice in Bucks County. Daughter, Susan, M.D., Ophthalmologist, 
practices in Miami Beach, FL. Daughter, Jill A., B.S. in Medical 
Technology in Micro. at Jeff. Whole family graduates of Jefferson! 
Janet Correll Reinhard (Karl), 4911 Hidden Valley Rd., Tuscan, 
Arizona 85715. Husband, Karl, is retired from U.S.P.H.S. Is a 
consultant. to World Health Organization. Also Associate in Dept. 
of Family & Community Health, Univ. of Arizona. Son, Eric, is 
Assoc. Pastor in Granada Hills, CA. Daughter, Karen, is finishing 
Doctorate in Church Music at Northwestern Univ. Son, Karl J., 
is teaching asst. at Univ. o"f Northern Arizona in Flagstaff. Is work-
ing on advanced degree in ethno-biology & anthropology. 
Class of 1943 
Mary Keatley Williams, 2202 W. Surrey Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85029 . 
I am very pleased to have been a part of Jefferson with its forward 
looking program and opportunities. 
Betty Calhoun Suttles, 2020 Oriole Drive, Ashtabula, Ohio 44004. 
I have been working for 19 years doing EKGs and Stress Tests for 
the Ashtabula Clinic. 
Class of 1944 
Mary Snook Smalkovic (Frank - deceased), 62 Church St., Ham-
burg, NY 14075. I will be retiring from Public Health this year. I 
have two daughters who are nurses. I have 5 grandchildren. 
Marjorie E. Fink Searing (Robert), 1613 Wight St., Wall, NJ 07719. 
Still doing private duty - started my fourth year with the same 
family. 
Virginia Kerr Allen (John H.), 15901 Emory Lane, Rockville, MD 
20853. It has been said that you can find a "Jeff" nurse anywhere 
in the world. I found Emily G. Hewitt in Heidelburg, Germany and 
again at Walter Reed Hospital. In 1954, I was waiting outside a 
Sunday School room for my children to finish, turned around and 
there was Janet Kinch. My husband and I sat next to Peggy P. 
Ransom at a luncheon at Ft. Meade, MD. I have never been to the 
luncheon in May but all of us are planning to come this year. 
Thanks to those of you who keep things together in the alumni. 
Elizabeth Smith Alt (Lowell E.), 205 Virginia Ave., Petersburg, 
West Virginia 26847 .I do volunteer work- Red Cross Bloodmobile 
and blood pressures for Sr. Citizens. Also Secretary of South Branch 
Valley DAR. Pres. of Presbyterian Woman of the church. 
Class of 1945 
Florence Schmick Howanitz (Emil Howanitz, M.D.), 574 Rutter 
Ave., Kingston, PA 18704. Our son, Paul, is following in his father's 
footsteps. He is in his fifth year at Jefferson- surgicial residency. 
He married Patricia Denham, R.N., Class of 1973, who works in 
Cardiac Catherization Lab. We have many stimulating conversa-
tions about "Jeff". 
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Betty Moyer Greenwood, 1530 San Marino Court, Punta Gorda, 
FL 33950. Retired from Malcolm Grau Hospital, Andrews AFB, 
Washington, DC in 1975. Living now in Florida. 
Betty Covert Rhodes (Carl L.l, Pa. Ave., Star Route, Box 20, 
Mifflintown, PA 17059. Volunteer work continues. Church Area 
of Aging Agency, Meals on Wheels, Red Cross Bloodmobile among 
others. 
Betty Jane Williams Knox (Randall H.), 12797 - 102 St. S.E., 
Largo, FL 33543. Looking forward to an early retirement in June 
'83 (both of us). Have three children all married and scattered over 
the states. Randy 3rd, living in Santa Cruz, CA. Don in Delaware 
and Sandy in St. Petersburg. We have just purchased a motor home, 
so we are movin on!! Don't be surprised if we pop-in for some 
visits ole' buddies, it's been a long long time. 
Eve Barney Sheetz, 4519 So. 31st St., Arlington, VA 22206. After 
finishing nurses' training I worked for ten years for two surgeons in 
Phila; and then returned to my home So. of Pittsburgh where I 
worked for one yr. in a hospital and then was chief nurse of a 
Diagnostic Clinic for three yrs. It was at that time I met my husband 
who was an auditor for the Dept. of Agriculture- Rural Electrifica-
tion U.S. Gov. I resigned to get married and came to live in Arling-
ton. I married a Prince of a man who like myself had never been 
married and we have been wed now for over 21 yrs. We live in two 
places, one in Arlington and a country home in Woodstock, VA. 
We have a lovely home there with land and we raise all of our own 
vegetables. Summer and fall we are busy preserving, canning and 
freezing . We both enjoy doing this and I also have the most beauti-
ful flowers in ny yard. However, I plan to leave my job shortly so 
I want all my mail directed to Woodstock. Since I will be quitting 
soon, my husband and I will be doing some extensive travelling. 
Class of 1946 
Elaine Schappet Haines, 359 Barker Circle, West Chester, PA 19380. 
Son, Steven C. Flood, M.D. New daughter, Julie & new Family 
Practice in Norton, Mass. 
Class of 1947 
Grace Hunsberger Mease (Robert), 394 E. Paletown Rd., Quaker-
town, PA 18951 . 20 years in Public Health, Bucks County. Two 
married children, two grandchildren. 
Irene Evancho Werner (Harry), 101 Fourth St., Middlesex, NJ 
08846. Retired after 35 years with the Veterans Administration 
(Nurse). 
Theresa Ludrof Lewis (Samuel F.), 3954 Comanche Rd., Memphis, 
TN 38118. I was a cadet nurse at Jeff in 1947- sent to the Veter-
ans Hospital last 6 months in Memphis, TN, and stayed there. 
Married, raised our family and retired from the same Veterans 
Hospital, 31 years later, August of 1981. 
Carol Stevens Covert (Elmer C. Covert, Jr.), 715 Winchester Rd., 
Broomall, PA 19008. My husband took an early retirement from 
P.E., the first of the year. We are enjoying our leisure. Our son, 
Gary, is married and living in Havertown. Our daughter and her 
husband live in Schaumburg, Ill, a suburb of Chicago. They have 
a little girl, Jennifer Jeanne, born in September - their first child. 
We are now grandparents! Best wishes to everyone. 
Julia C. Stout, 718 E. Cameron St., Shamokin, PA 17872. I'm still 
working at Shamokin State General Hospital. Would like to hear 
from any of my friends from Jefferson. 
Janet Edwards Maurer (Calvin R. Maurer, Sr.), 7752 Carrleigh 
Pky ., Springfield, VA 22152. Daughter, Lisa, graduated Magna 
Cum Laude from Utah State Univ. June 1981 with degree in Educa-
tion and presently is a missionary with the Morman church in 
Anchorage, Alaska. I am still working at the ophthalmologist's 
office. 
Virginia Sturges Lawrence (M. Frank), 102 Charlestown ~d ., 
Phoenixville, PA 19460. After a 20 year absence from nursmg, 
1 returned 5 years ago - presently I'm Day Supervisor at Mont· 
gomery County Geriatric and Rehab. Center, Royersford, PA. 
Margaret M. Cossman, 221 Mankin Ave., H~ntingd?n Vall~y, 
PA 19006. Still Administrative Assistant to D1r. Nursmg Serv1ce 
at Jeff. 1 will be coordinating all moves of patients and personnel 
for renovations in the Pavilion building. 
Class of 1948 
Arlene Vahey Watkins (George), 802 Oak Ave., Lake City, ~L 
32055. Employed VAMC, Lake City, as Staff Nurse. I am plannmg 
to attend the 19831uncheon. 
Nancy Weikel Ritzman (Elmer), 1600 Patricia Ave., Willow Grov~, 
PA 19090. Will be unable to attend the luncheon this year as we w1ll 
be visiting our daughter in San Diego, California. 
Christina Morrison Blasius ((L. Gordon), 6125 Park Ridge Drive 
North Olmstead, Ohio 44070. Chris - Infection Control Nurse-
St. John Hospital, Cleveland. Gordon (husband), Moderator -
Presbytery of the Western Reserve. Sons - Lee- Gr~dua~e College 
Princeton Univ; Gordon - Law School - Boston Umvers1ty; James 
- Senior - Wheaton College, Wheaton, Ill.; Jon - Sophomore -
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio. 
Irene Narcowich Kaufman (Elwood - deceased), 124 Middle St., 
Ashland, PA 17921. Became a grandmother 2 years ~go . Wor~ed 
3 - 11 shift for 19 years at Ashland State General Hospital. Startmg 
my 20th year. 
Margaret Bortner Becker (Dale E., M.D.l, Box 198, Fayetteville, 
PA 17222. Husband and I are retired as of 6/30/82. Spend s~me 
time at our mountain home in Caledonia State Park , Fayetteville, 
PA. 
Class of 1949 . 
E. Priscilla Kresge Nicholson (Samuel), 4903 Canyon_wood Dnv~, 
Austin, TX 78735. Am now working for City of Austm as a pubhc 
health nurse. 
Jean E. Mease, 416 Edgewood Drive, Lebanon, PA 1?042. Still 
enjoying retirement. Have just been awarded a 5 year pm for Red 
Cross Volunteer Program. 
Florence Servello McAlpin (Alton S.), 8431 Hearth Dr. # 3, Ho~s­
ton, TX 77054. Son, Bruce, married Feb. 14, 1~82 to a lovely ~1rl 
named Frances in San Jose', CA. Husband rece1ved 20 yr. Serv1ce 
Award with the V.A. 
Class of 1950 
Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh (Simon C. Brumb~ugh, Jr., M.D.l, 
7337 Central Ave. Lemon Grove , CA 92045. Th1s year I am Co-
ordinator of Gro~smont Hospital Junior Auxilliary program in 
LaMesa CA. Have over 225 high school girls and boys in our pro-
gram -the largest in our state. 
Margaret J. Henry Jones (Donald E. Jones, Sr.), 3117 Catherine 
Ave., Allentown, PA 18103. Our son, Donald and his wife, Denise, 
presented us with another grandson on January 19, 1982, and 
would you believe it - they named him Casey Jones!_ In th~se two 
months he had received more trains and clothes w1th trams on, 
than most children receive in all their lives. This makes a total 
of 2 grandsons and 2 granddaughters, for whom we bab_y si! often. 
1 recently attended Association of O.R. nurses Convention m A~a­
heim CA and had a great time. Last July I spent 2 weeks tourmg 
the British Isles. In June 1982 I plan to go to Spain, Portugal and 
Morocco on a guided tour from our church. A~l my tr~vels the 
last few years have been very enjoyable. I am st1ll workmg as an 
O.R. Nurse and would enjoy hearing from my class~ates who are 
also O.R. Nurses. I look at each convention but don t see anyone 
I know. 
Class of 1951 
Dolores Ann Pauster Gorham (William)_. 405 ~twa_ter Rd., Bro_omall, 
PA 19008. Co-Chairman of the Hospital Fa1r th1s year. A b1g pro-
ject!! 
Marian Hoffman Narbuth (Benjamin) , 1626 St. Johns Dr., EI _Paso, 
TX 79903. Our son , Edward, will be a junior at Texas Tech. m ~he 
fall Edward qualified for the Dean's Honor Roll . Our marned 
dau.ghter, Carol Neely, graduated from_ the Un~versity of Te_xa~ ?f 
the Permian Basin . She received a B.S. m Chemistry. Carol wlll1o~n 
the faculty of Odessa College, Odessa, TX in AuguS! . Nancy w1ll 
graduate from the University of Texas - El Paso m December. 
She will receive a B.A. in Art Education. ~arbar~ gradu~ted from 
Loretto Academy in May . This fall sh~ w1ll ~egm stud1es at the 
University of TX. Barbara's goal is a B.S. m Nursmg. 
Virginia Wesley Dorman (Frank), 237 Rock Run Road, Elizabeth, 
PA 15037. Daughter Kitty 25, is presently at Boston C~llege tea~h· 
ing and doing research for thesis for Ph.D. in econom1cs. Marned 
3 yrs. to James Lynch from Audubon, PA. James has an M.B.A. 
and is employed by an accounting firm_ in Bosto~. Son Frank Jr. 
is a Senior in High School this year trymg to dec1de wha~ col_lege 
to attend and what field to enter. I am employed part-t1me m a 
doctor's office. Husband Frank, an Alumnus of Jeffer_son has _an 
active Family Practice and has been certified by Fam1ly Pract1ce 
Board. 
Class of 1952 
Barbara Wilhelm Tichian (Richard), 5300 Sherwood Terrace, 
Pennsauken, NJ 08109. 30th Anniversary! 
Elizabeth Bechtel Runge (Rodney), 123 :enth A~e., Haddon 
Heights NJ 08035. It's so true - nursing IS somethmg one can 
always ~eturn to. After 24 years as homemaker with only_ vol~nte~r 
nursing, 1 went back & now have a challenging career m d1alys1s 
(at about 7 times the salary.) 
Helen Harris Sampsel (John M.D.l, 103 So. Stervell Street, Miles 
City, Montana 59301. 
Nancy Lee Greising Wilhelm (George A.), 993 Bellaire La~e, Rock· 
ledge FL 32955. Jefferson gave me an excellent Nursmg back· 
grou~d but the greatest "Fringe Benefit" is my husband of 27 years 
and father of our three sons. George is the twin brother of Barbara 
Wilhelm Tichian ('52) & uncle of Tamara Lee Tichian. 
Class of 1953 . 
Janet Edwanlsen Meredith, 127 Avondale Ave., Haddonf~eld, NJ 
08033. Going to Maine again this summer as Health Serv1ces Co-
ordinator for Bancroft School, Haddonfield, NJ. 
Class of 1954 . 
Mary Lee Stoutenburg Russell (Horton), 8?15 Marks~1eld Cr., 
Louisville, KY 40222. I have recently remarned - marned name 
is Mrs. W. Horton Russell. I am now employed as a Staff R.N . 
at Children's Hospital, Louisville, Kentucky. 
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Jane Snyder Wilgus (Donald), P.O. Box 93, Bethany B~ach, DE 
19930. I've just stopped working after 16 years as. an off1ce nurse 
for our local G.P. I am now a grandmother- three t1mes. 
Betty Louise Richards Stone (James L.l, 2068 Norborne Dr., 
Lexington, KY 40502. We have move~ fro~ Ocala, FL to the 
above address. Our son, Tom, is in Afnca w1th the Peace Corps. 
Genevieve Alderfer Batten (Roland W.), 145 Country Club Rd ., 
Pine Hill, NJ 08021. Daughter, Andrea, was gr~duated from Camden 
County Vocational-Technical School, Pract1cal Nurse Program, 
September 1981 . 
Helen Fetsko Besecker (Joseph M.D.), 1209 Marietta Ave., La~­
caster PA 17603. Just completed mv first musical lead role m 
"Cab~ret" - here in Lancaster. Was quite a thrill to perform before 
800 people at the Fulton 0 pera House. 
Elisabeth Snyder (Swartz) Collins (Claude), 147 Godshall Rd., 
Graterford, PA 19426. Married Russell Swartz in 1955. 1st child, 
Frederick in 1956. Was steadily employed full and part time (1954-
1971) at Grandview Hospital, Sellersville, plus office positions. 
Some especially interesting times were sharing charge position at 
Grandview's very first ICU in 1963-1964. 2nd child, Jan Karl -
1965. Continued Med-Surg. & ICU to 1971. Then the big jump 
as full time student at Cedar Crest College from 1972-1974. Was 
a member of Delphi Honorary Society and twice on the Dean's 
list. (This was one of the happiest times of my life!). Received a 
B.S. in Cooperative Nursing. 1974-'75 (about 18 months) was 
Home Care Director at Grandview (Blue Cross Program). This 
Program terminated due to funding. Faculty member of Grandview 
Diploma School 1976-'77 (2 yrs. Career Ladder Program for 
L.P.N.'s) Program terminated due to loss Federal funding. 1977, 
husband terminally ill with inoperable Ca. - stayed home 2 yrs. 
til his death in '79. Then back to work in Geriatrics. 1980 married 
Claude Collins. I am very, very happy. Presently am working part· 
time as P.R.N . in Geriatrics at Norristown State. I will always 
remain proud of my 3 yr. training at Jeff. 
Carol Stuart Baxter (Craig), 1931 Rhode Island Ave., Mclean, VA 
22101. I received a B.S.N. degree from George Mason University, 
Fairfax, VA and am presently with the Visiting Nurse Service of 
Fairfax, Co. 
Fame Mannix Ackerman (Harry), 50 Bristol Drive, Canton, CT 
06019. Assistant Director Nursing Geri-Care in Farmington, CT. 
Class of 1955 
Patricia Costello Magley (Robert), R.D. 4, Box 196, Ebensburg, 
PA 15931. Proudly graduated our first son, Scott, from Thomas 
Jefferson University this Class of 1982. Daughter, Karen, early 
childhood teacher, daughter Ellen, Carnegie-Mellon student, son 
Stephen, High school student. I work full time as Emergency 
Dept. Coordinator. 
Jean Lucarini Avila (Philip), 28 Knox Blvd., Marlton, NJ 08053. 
Five children - two daughters in nursing. Present occupation is 
School Nurse. 
Class of 1956 
Margaret Cordner Baker (John) , 1517 West River Drive, Penn-
sauken, NJ 08110. Celebrating our 25th Wedding Anniversary in the 
Bahamas in May. 
Joan Walker Randolph (Paul), 3235 Comly Place, Philadelphia, PA 
19154. Jan. 1st, 1982, I was appointed Director of Nursing, Jeanes 
Hospital. My son, Paul, age 20, graduating college, will be entering 
Seminary in preparation for the ministry. He is spending 5 weeks 
in Israel this summer on an archaeological dig. My outstanding 
Jefferson training enabled me to achieve my D.O.N. position! 
Noreen King Poole (William), 17189 Thunder Rd., Jupiter, FL 
33458. I received my M.S.N. from the Medical College of Georgia, 
School of Nursing in August, 1981 and my Ed;D from Florida 
Atlantic University in August, 1982. I teach Mental Health Nursing 
at Palm Beach Junior College. 
Class of 1958 
Drosalina Riccio Riffle (John), 6180 S.W. 90th Court, Miami , FL 
33173. Husband - Captain with Delta Airlines. Son - John, age 
12; daughter- Amy is 11 years old. 
Annunciata Sakella Daneman (Jay), 2934 Capri St., Memphis, 
TN 38118. Planning on getting to our 25th Reunion in '83. 
Lois Boeckel Toomey (Alan), R.D. 1, Box 250, York Haven, PA 
17370. I am attending York College of PA on a part-t ime basis 
working toward my B.S.N. Son, David, age 22, graduated from 
West Virginia University in May with a B.S. in Forest Resource 
Management. Son, Steven, will return to Grove City College, Grove 
City, PA as a sophomore in mechanical engineering. Anita, will be 
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a senior in high school and is planning to attend business school 
following graduation. Kevin, will be in 8th grade and Amy in 
5th. Husband, Alan, President of Conewago Machine Products, 
Inc. recently moved the business into a new and larger facility 
near Manchester. 
Sylvia Tanner Lawrence, 700 Matlack Ave., Bldg. 8, Lewisburg, 
PA 17837, Apt. 204. 
Peggy Wunder Wells (Howard A. Jr.), 2755 S.W. Dearmond Dr., 
Covallis, Oregon 97333. We have settled in Oregon after Howard 
spent 20 yrs. in U.S. Navy. He is on Administrative Staff at Oregon 
State University. I am Head Nurse in C.C.U. Lebanon, Oregon. 
We have a 13 yr. old son and 10 yr. old daughter. Would enjoy 
seeing any classmates that are in Oregon. Best wishes to all that 
I know in 1955-1958. 
Class of 1959 
Joanne Scherer D' Alonzo (Domenic), Box 1607, Lake Wa les, FL 
33853. Dom retired and we had our dream house built in a lovely 
town in Central Florida. Love it here! 
Sandra Davis Marsden (James), 577 Blue Rock Rd ., R.D. 1, Len-
hartsville, PA 19534. 
M. Patricia Sankey Brown (Mark), 8900 S.W. 96 Street, Miami, 
FL 33176. My husband, Mark, is now Professor of Orthopaedic 
Surgery at Univ. of Miami School of Medicine; eldest son, Chris, 
off to Dartmouth this September; other children Tony is 15; Don 
is 14 and Nicole is 9. The family spent last six months of 1981 
in Teborg, Sweden on sabbatical where Mark did some research 
on spine pain. 
Class of 1960 
Barbara Anne Estep Nevara (John), 4501 Arista Dr., San Diego, CA 
92103. We are very pleased that our oldest daughter, Cherie, who 
was born at Jefferson while her father was a medical student there, 
will be entering the freshman class of Jefferson Medical College, 
September 1982. 
Barbara Ann Zellner Umbenhauer, 2070 W. Market St., Pottsville, 
PA 17901. Head Nurse - Newborn Nursery, Pottsville Hospital 
and Waine Clinic. 
Class of 1961 
Jill Danch Mascena (Anthony J.), 425 Overhill Rd., Haddonfield, 
NJ 08033. Took Refresher Course (Intensive) last fall - subbing 
as School Nurse and started a Graph ics and Stencilling Business 
(the hours and money are better). It was great seeing everyone 
last year. Look out 1986! 
Mary W. Parrish, 1209 Howorth St., Phila., PA 19124. Attemping 
to write an article for R.N. Magazine. Will publish or have printed 
a paperback called "Hand of Hope" in 1983. 
Class of 1962 
Patricia Ann Thomas Goetz (Oliver), P.O. Box 4, Greencastle, PA 
17225. Still a housewife. 
Joann Paul Mussio (John), 444 Wayne St., Johnstown, PA 15905. 
We have four children. John is very busy in neurosurgery. Me -
busy keeping organized. 
Carole Costello Tomlinson (John W. Tomlinson, M.D.), 4701 
Gardner Ave., Everett, WA 98203. We have 2 daughters and 1 son. 
We are active in our community and love the .North West. 
Terry Lefchick Lamberth (Billy C.), 726 Pomona Ave., Coronado, 
CA 92118. My husband and I are retired and plan to travel and just 
enjoy life . My husband has retired from a marvelous career of 31 
years in the Navy. We have just moved back to California after 
living in London, England, for two years. I loved living in England 
and made such nice friends in England and Scotland as well as in 
Europe. We found ourselves crossing the channel pretty frequently. 
The only drawback is the "bloody" awful weather which occurs 
for lOY. months of the year. Everything is quite pricely everywhere 
you go, generally speaking. We are looking forward to entertaining 
our European and British friends in our home and show them our 
wonderful country. 
Marcie Grieshaber Moore, 104 N. Rockburn St., York, PA 17402. 
Beginning 3rd year as Endoscopy Special Procedures Nurse at Mem-
orial Osteopathic Hospital. Mark completing 7th grade, finding Jr. 
High School a totally new experience. Looking forward to our 
20th Year Reunion - altho' hard to believe so many years have 
flown by. 
Susan Eckard Leake (Milton), 4100 Camberly Dr., York, PA 17402. 
Enjoyed seeing so many classmates at the Alumni Luncheon. 
Joan Spece Yannessa (Frederick), 320 Quarry Lane, Haverford, PA 
19041. 
Class of 1963 
Dorothy Fanelle Brown (Douglas), 6016 N.W. Williams, Lawton, 
0 K 73505. Graduating from Cameron University, May 1982, 
with B.S.N. 
Maureen Cassidy McKeever, 3717 Woodstone Drive, Corpus Cristi, 
TX 78415. Finished school and have liaison position on Oncology 
Unit. Am continuing in Master's - Clinical Psych. Would love to 
hear from Liz Groulapp '63. 
Terry Camilli Musitano (Jack), 588 B. Sampson Lane, Monterey, 
CA 93940. Jack came back into U.S. Navy in 1981. We are Jacky, 
11 yrs., Marc 7Yz & Adriano, 4 yrs. All living in Monterey while 
Jack is getting a "master's" degree in Electrical Engineering at the 
Naval Postgraduate School. I am also taking courses towards my 
degree. 
Class of 1964 
Carol Parzniewski Teplick (Steve), 255 W. Summit Ave., Haddon· 
field, NJ 08033. Our children are now 10 years old (Jennifer), and 
6 years old (Joanna). I'm working at West Jersey Hospital and Steve 
is still at Hahnemann in Radiology. 
Barbara Nasa Anderson (Robert), 907 Baylor Drive (Nottingham 
Green), Newark, DE 19711. Bob was recently promoted to Assis· 
tant Director at the Wilmington V.A. Hospital. We are happy to 
be moving East! 
Jeanetta Adeline Capotosto Clark (Ronald), 23612 Rangoon St., 
Mission Viejo, CA 92691. I have a little girl, Jennifer, 2Yz years 
old. Worked in O.R. at St. Joseph's Hospital, 12 years. 
Jeraldine Marasco Kohut (Sylvester), 1330 Sherwood Lane, Cooke-
ville, TN 38501. Assistant Professor of Nursing, Tennessee Techno-
logical University, Cookeville, TN. Received "Humanitarian Award" 
'82 from Jaycees for establishing community hospice. 
Class of 1965 
Lois G. Russell Foxen (Gary), 246 W. Brentwood Ave., Orange, CA 
92665. For sentimental reasons, I am sorry to see the Diploma 
Program close! However, I know the wheels of progress must go 
around. 
Nancy Schraga Wilson (Calvin, 1801 Acorn Lane, Abington, PA 
19001. I was remarried in 1980 and inherited 3 more children for 
a total of 5! My husband is a Presbyterian Minister. I plan on full 
time study in the fall of 1982 to complete B.S.N. We might not 
be in this area much longer. 
Jenny Jongenburger Adams (James R. Adams, M.D.l, 1230 Broad-
meadow Rd., Winnetka, I L 60093. Graduated June 1982 with a 
Master's of Management, Kellogg Graduate School of Management 
-Northwestern University. 
Judith Abbott Getz (Donald D. Getz, M.D.), 1101 Airlie Rd ., 
Wilmington, NC 28403. Don is President of our Tri-County Medical 
Society. He and I spent November in Pakistan with Lore Eichfeld 
(Miles '65). traveling to remote areas in the Hindu Kuch (North 
Pakistan), Our 3 children continue to blossom. 
Judith Larsen Moyse (William), 341 Forest Ave., Swampscott, 
Mass. 01907. We've moved back East - to the Boston area -
which we love. The kids (Jennifer age 9 and David age 7) are grow-
ing fast. I'm ready to return to work after a long hiatus. 
Lore Miles Eichfeld (Robert), 164 Ardmore Ave., Haddonfield, NJ 
08033. Presently living in Pakistan. Will keep the above address, 
only few letters are forward -thus delay in response. 
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Adrienne Lowe Daughenbaugh (Robert - divorced), 11 Forest 
Drive Northfield NJ 08225 Presently working in Post Intensive 
Care 'unit as cha~ge nurse. Looking into M.S. Programs. Lori, 11 
yrs. & Craig 8 yrs. now. Recently elected Treasurer of nursing 
council, a new organization at S.M.H. 
Margaret Steininger Keller (Fred), 5 No. Summit Ave., Chatham, NJ 
07928. 
Ellen May Whitehorne (Joseph), 5533 Eastbourne Dr., Springfield, 
VA 22151. Joe & kids are fine. We love living in the Washington 
area. 1 am back in E. R. nursing. Discovered that I had Hodgkin's 
disease last year. Everything seems under control now. 
Class of 1966 
Clare Marie Karabasz, 1709 Walleye Drive, Crofton, MD 21114. 
Major, Army Nurse Corps, Assistant Chief Dept. of Nursing, Kim-
brough Army Hospital, Fort Meade, Maryland. 
Nancy R. Scull Brainard, Absecon Townhouse, 2F, Absecon, NJ 
08201 . Currently clinical instructor at Atlantic Community Col-
lege and still doing primary nursing at Atlantic City Medical Center 
- Mainland. I plan to apply this summer to the U. of Penna. to 
begin graduate studies in Sept. 1983. Daughter, Stephanie, age 12Yz 
and son, Adon, age 9Yz. I am busy and well. 
Bonnie Ann Crofford 45 Sullivan Rd., Wayne, PA 19087. Still 
teaching nursing at Gwynedd Mercy College to Juniors. Started 
taking courses at Temple for doctorate. Continue to travel - New 
England summer of '81, Curacao January '82. 
Dorothy P. Carver Petrozzi (John Petrozzi, M.D.), 87 Algonquin 
Tr., Medford Lakes, NJ 08055. Homemaker - 4 children - ages 
12, 11, 10and 3Yz. 
Carol Denise Kolsky (Martin P. M.D.), 2809 Battery Pl., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20016. Married 13 yrs. to Marty, (Interne at 
Jeff. '66-'67). Have three girls, one labrador retriever, 2 cats. Have 
a B.S.N . from George Mason University in May '82. Member Sigma 
Theta Tau Nursing Honor Society. Sad to see the Diploma School 
close!!. 
Judy Kramen Seltzer (Leonard), 713 Severn Road, Wilmington, DE 
19803. I earned a B.S. in Nursing Ed. in '68. Since birth of Bruce, 
11 yrs. ago , I have been working in my husband's allergy practice. 
I have a second son, Larry, 9 yrs. old, a mentally handicapped child. 
Tracy Valentine Booth (Donald), 35 Foreside Road, Cumberland, 
Maine 04110. I am working actively in Real Estate Development, 
Disarmament and Quaker concerns. Nursing is very rusty but not 
forever I expect. Don is a busy orthopedic surgeon & 2 pre-adoles-
cent children. We love Maine- Come see us. 
Class of 1967 
Eleanor Hollister Reinhardt (Joseph), 401 Hartel Ave., Phila., PA 
19111. Working as a clinical instructor at Germantown Hospital 
School of Nursing. 
Sally Higham Fenlin (John), 836 Bryn Mawr Ave., Narberth, PA 
19072. John 21, Joe 18, Rod 16, Brian 10, Kelly 8. Playing golf, 
tennis, weight lifting and skiing. Will start part time ortho/rehab 
nursing with private M.D. in the fall. 
Karen Neubeck Brady (Hugh), 457 Beach 145 St., Neponsit, NY 
11694. Just sitting around gathering moss!! 
Class of 1968 
Sandra Payne Kenton (Edgar), 650 Clovelly Lane, Devon, PA 
19333. Still have very active children. Adrienne 11 years and 
Brian 8 years. Ed is still Chief at Lankenau Hospital, Phila. PA. 
I am busy with volunteer pursuits as well as writing a thesis on 
"The Main Line" at the turn of the century. Would love hearing 
from Lynn Rittenhouse or Cindy Strange McGovern, Gina Slack, 
etc! 
Halina Piekarska Warmbrod (Jim), 347 N. Edenwood, Jackson, TN 
38301. Children now 11, 9 and 6Yz. They keep me on the go and I 
love it! Jim and I are into white water canoeing and enjoying it. We 
have been to some beautiful rivers. Plan to be in Minnesota this 
summer to camp and canoe the Boundary Waters. 
Eileen Gannon Fagnani (Roger), 235 North Hayden Pkwy., Hudson, 
Ohio 44236. Roger has been transferred to Ohio due to a promotion 
with the Ogden Corp. The children and I are enjoying Hudson and 
our new home. 
Virginia Bozarth Waldron (Robert), 8803 Pensacola Place, Upper 
Marlboro, MD 20772. I am the Associate Program Director for the 
American Lung Association of Southern Maryland. I particularly 
enjoy the teaching aspects of my position. 
Lorie Crumlish Brown (Earl, M.D.), 1018 Centre School Way, 
West Chester, PA 19380. Daughter # 3, Carrie Ann was born in 
April at Jefferson. Earl is at Lankenau in Emergency Medicine. 
Kathleen Suber (Carlson) Mebus (Charles F.), 10 Dogwood Court, 
Camp Hill, PA 17011. I want to personally invite all "68" graduates 
to 1983's luncheon. This will be our 15th reunion. I hope to see all 
of you there. 
Class of 1969 
Kathleen Hoffman Kline (Carl N.), 542 Pike St., Reading, PA 
19601. Am currently Asst. DON at Leader Nursing and Rehab 
Center. My husband is Admin. of same facility. We found a mutual 
love in Geriatrics. 
Annie Eldrede Kahn (Joel), 7616 15th Ave., Takoma Park, MD 
20912. Nothing much happened this year. Lena enjoyed going to 
Nursery School and looks forward to Kindergarten in the fall. 
Becky is becoming quite verbal and standing her grounds in dealing 
with her sibling. 
Marlene Sovin Croce, 41 N. Bell Mawr Ave., Bell Mawr, NJ 08031. 
Elected President in Nov. '81 of American Society of Ophthalmic 
Registered Nurses, Inc. 
Marianne Gaspari Collins (John), 490 McGregor Drive, West Chester, 
PA 19380. Back to school part time. Also work in CCU at Riddle 
Hospital, Media, PA, part time. Still teach Slimnastics part time. 
My boys are now 9 and 10 and into little league and basketball. 
Marilyn Bergner, 5722 Walker St., Philadelphia, PA 19135. Pre-
sently a Clinical Supervisor at Wills Eye Hospital. 
Jane McGarvey Wuerth (Bruce), 505 Cheltena Ave., Jenkintown, 
PA 19046. Living in Jenkintown with husband, Bruce, Robert 
age 5 and Kathleen age 1. 
Kristina Hancock Reade (Lannie L.), 554 E. Linn St., Bellefonte, 
PA 16823. Enjoying children- Andrea (age 4) and Jeffrey (age 1). 
Working part time; on call for Medical Offices Medical Pool. 
Dolores T. Hughes, 4304 Alton Rd., # 122, Miami Beach, FL 
33140. Moved to Florida! Working at Mt. Sinai Medical Center 
on the Beach and loving it! 
Virginia S. Morris Hunter (Paul), P.O. Box 62, Gwynedd, PA 19436. 
I feel most honored to have been awarded the Nursing Practice 
Award of 1981 by District 1, PNA, for work done for people with 
myasthenia gravis. I keep busy working for the M.G. Foundation 
and caring for our 4 children. Hi! to the Class of '69. 
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Kathleen Shanahan Huffman (Gerald), 110 Plymouth Place, Mer-
chantville, NJ 08109. I am still working in busy pediatrician's office 
part time. Children are 10,9 and 5 yrs. Hello to classmates! 
Daveen Jones Edmiston, 427 E. Union Ave., Bound Brook, NJ 
08805. Working part time in Family Practice Office, Son, Richard, 
6Yz years old is in 1st grade. 
Irene Tachovsky Holly (Robert), 2606 Temlpe Dr., Davis, CA 
95616. I retired from nursing temporarily in April '81 after the 
"surprise" birth of my twin daughters. My husband is teaching 
physiology at the University of Cal. at Davis. We love Cal. and 
consider it as home. 
Nancy Loury Argonish (Michael), 111 Valley View Dr., Peckville, 
PA 18452. Our family is growing!! Nicky is 6Yz yrs., Jan-Michael 
is 1Yz yrs. and Elizabeth is 3 months. Still keeping my hands in the 
nursing pot- two days a week. 
Class of 1970 
Linda M. Hook Garbrecht (Fred), 105 W. Cedar Ave., Oaklyn, NJ 
08107. Appointed Nursing Consultant for Computer Order Com-
munications installation at Lourdes. Very interesting work. Children 
- Debra (4) and Sharon (2Yz). They are beautiful but they keep 
me busy. 
Alice L. Coligan Conte (Dan), 845 Newton Ave., Williamstown, NJ 
08094. I'm working for Nutri System Weight Loss Center in Tur-
nersville, NJ. We have 2 children - Robyn (5) and Jason (3). 
Phyllis N. Nice Anders (Merrill), 765 Keller Rd., Telford, PA 18969. 
Continue to work occasionally for a group of surgeons. Spend most 
of my time caring for our two children - Jack (4) and Jessica (2). 
Lynne Jo Roat Juel (John), Rt. 1, Box 133, Inman, SC 29349. We 
are all fine and love living in South Carolina. We are enjoying our 
home and remodeling it. Heather is now 3Yz years and is tall tor 
her age and beautiful! John is doing well as a Chemical Eng., work-
ing for Milliken Co. Would love to hear from any of my classmates. 
Susan Lynne MacMillan Lloyd (Wayne), 1803 San Felipe Circle, 
Santa Fe, NM 87501. I am presently employed as a School Nurse 
with my primary interest in dealing with pregnant teenagers. I am 
also working with the Governor's Task Force on Pregnant Teen· 
agers. My husband, Wayne, is now a Registered Architect with a 
partner in an Architectural firm. Mv daughter, Shelly, is 7 and my 
son, Aaron, is 3. 
Rose Ann Slovich Provost (Art), Box 922, RD 5, Meadville, PA 
16335. Art and I are the proud parents of seven children, three 
boys and four girls, ranging in ages from 10 to 1. I work part time 
as a nursing supervisor over all units, 3 to 11, at a local hospital 
and I am time and a half work-er at home! Art is a supervisor with 
D.E.R. and heads the facilities section for fourteen counties. 
Carol Ann Evans Phillips (David G. Phillips), 118 Yerkes Rd., 
Yerkes, PA 19401. Hi! Wendy Elizabeth arrived Sept. 8, 1981. 
She's growing leaps and bounds. Scott is now 8, Karen 7 and Mark 
4. They keep me busy but happy. Dave is still Asst. Prof. at Ursinus 
and I work part time. Greetings to all! 
Catherine Randazzo Schanz (Douglas), 2665 Summit Ridge Rd., 
Roanoke, VA 24012. Melissa is 5 years old and starts kindergarten 
in August. I have gone back to school, part time, for my degree. 
Gini-Ann Moyer Scott (Gregory), 442 N. Queen St., Lancaster, PA 
17603. We're all having a busy year in Lancaster. Gregg is now a 
partner in his office and a member of Lancaster's City Council. 
Jenny is in the 4th grade and John in 1st grade in the city school 
system. I'm working in our church pre-school and volunteering 
with the Easter Seals and American Heart. I'm saddened by the 
closing of our excellent school. Hi to all my friends! 
Marge Connors, 5206 Tierra Bonita Dr., Whittier, CA 90601. 
Have been working as a CRNA for two yrs. Getting married on 
September 4th. Will be Mrs. William R. Marchant. 
Suzanne Peters Mclean (Frank), 114 Lewis Ave., E. Lansdowne, PA 
19050. Still Head Nurse of Newborn Nursery at Pennsylvania 
Hospital. 
Susan Wolfe married Frank DiDanto, 801 Cooper St., 261B, Wood-
bury, NJ 08096. · 
Class of 1971 
Grace Ann Spena, 317B Birch Drive, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444. 
Currently pursuing Master's Degree in Nursing Administration at 
Villanova University. 
Mildred Newby Riff (Dennis), 4861 Lago Dr. # 202, Huntington 
Beach, CA 92649. Completed my B.S. in Nursing in May at Cali-
fornia State University, Long Beach. 
Lyn Broomall Scazafabo (Ralph) , Clark Rd., Hunt, NY 14846. 
Recently moved near Rochester area working as Staff Nurse in 
Intensive Care Nursery, Strong Memorial Hospital, University of 
Rochester. Passed certification exams given by NAACOG for 
Neonatal Nurses in May 1981. 
Karen Ann Manni married William McGough, 546 Quenn St., 
Woodbury, NJ 08096. 
Beth Lynn Heisey Riedel (William M.), 916 Queens Terrace, Fort 
Washington, MD 20744. Married a Naval Officer in 1973. Attended 
Univeristy of Virginia in Charlottseville and became a Certified 
Adult Nurse Practioner in 1978. Started & ran Tidewater male 
infertility clinic in VA Beach, VA for 2 years. Currently living 
outside Washington, DC. Would love to hear from any of my class-
mates. 
Class of 1972 
Judith Adams Lemmerman, 508 So, Lenola Road, Maple Shade, NJ 
08052. 
Eileen Ammarell Shelton, 830 Montgomery Ave. # 509, Bryn 
Mawr, PA 19010. 
Denise Auerbach Wychowance (Ray), 821 Princeton Ave., Glen-
dora, NJ 08029. Denise has a 2Y. year son, Ryan. Her husband, Ray, 
is a blackjack and roulette dealer at the Sands Casino in Atlantic 
City. She is working as a pediatric nurse practitioner. Work very 
satisfying. 
Cheryl! Baumgartner Meyer (Gerry), 216 W. Brookhaven Road, 
Wallingford, PA 19086. Cheryll "job -hopped" for a few years 
after graduation. In 1974 she married Gerry, who is the Assis-
tant Director of the Pharmacy at Jeff. They have two children, 
Kevin 2Y., and David 1 yr. old. Cheryll received both her B.S.N. 
and M.S.N. from the University of Penna. She is working full 
time at Fair Acres as the Director of Staff Development. 
Madeline Biache Sharpetowski, 20 Cubberly Ave., Trenton, NJ 
08690. Madeline worked as a 0. R. nurse for three years. She is 
married and has three children, Ryan, born in '75, David in '77, 
and Jon Paul in '79. She has been working PRN in the O.R. 
Ellen Boyer, 4830 N. Fourth St., Phila., PA 19120. Ellen received 
her B.S.N. in 1977 and her M.S.N. in 1980, both from University 
of Penna. She has worked at Lankenau Hospital as a charge nurse 
on the Orthopaedic unit, as a staff nurse on the isolation unit at 
Chestnut Hill Hospital, at HUP in Staff Development, and as a 
nursing supervisor at JF K Memorial Hospital in Phila. She is cur-
rently teaching senior med/surg at Frankford Hospital School 
of Nursing. 
Cathy Braucher Berkbile (Paul), 473 Parkwynne Road, Lancaster, 
PA 17601. Cathy has been married for 7 years. Her husband, Paul, 
is an audit officer for the Hamilton Bank. They have two children, 
Kerri 5, and Scott 2 yr. Cathy has been working part-time as a 
staff nurse in the ICU at Lancaster General Hospital. 
Deborah Brewer, 2331 Pennsylvania Ave., Phila., PA 19130. 
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Constance Cmar Brophy (Terry), 605 E. Wadsworth Ave., Phila., 
PA 19119. Connie worked as a staff nurse in the O.R. after gradua-
tion. A year later, she married Terry and began to specialize in 
Neurosurgery. From October 1974 til April 1980, she was a neuro-
surgical unit specialist. She has been active in the local chapter of 
AORN and the national chapter of the American Association of 
Neurosurgical Nurses. Connie presented a paper at the AANN 1979 
Conference and is awaiting it's publication in the AANN journal. 
Connie has two daughters, Colleen Rose, 2 and Janelle Claire, 1. 
She is attending LaSalle College for her B.S.N. and is working as 
a night supervisor in a nursing and convalescent home in Chestnut 
Hill. 
Cathy Coleman, 795 Corbett # 2, San Francisco, CA 94131. After 
working as a float nurse, Cathy went to Boston University Medical 
Center as a head nurse. She worked the summers of '73, '77 and 79 
in an E.R. on Cape Cod. She also spent time working in Germany. 
Cathy has specialized in oncology for the past 5 years, and for the 
last two, only in breast disease. She is presently the Nurse Coordina-
tor of the Breast Service at Children's Hospital of San Francisco, 
where she is primarily involved in breast screening and education. 
Cathy has also been involved with the American Cancer Society 
since 1972. San Francisco is great!! 
Elaine Cruice Sein (Nick), 1790 Whitebrair Road, Southampton, PA 
18966. Elaine has been married to Nick for seven years, and they 
have a son, Michael, who is nine yrs. old. She worked on 11th 
Pavilion at Jeff and then med/surg for a year after graduation. For 
the past eight years, she has worked at the American Oncologic 
Hospital. Six of those yrs. were spent as a Patient Care Coordinator/ 
Home Care, preparing patients and their families for the everyday 
needs of the cancer patient. For the past two years, she has special-
ized in caring for breast cancer. 
Mary Dalton, 1000 MacDade Blvd., A22, Chester, PA 19013. Mary 
has worked as an E. R. staff nurse at Crozer-Chester Medical Center 
for the past 9 yrs. She finished an advanced E.R. course last year, 
and teaches paramedic training. Mary has done a lot of traveling 
and enjoys skiing in her free time. 
Kathleen Daly(Trevitt), divorced, 1775 Evans Ave., 200 Reno, 
Nevada 89512. Kathy has studied to be a clinical specialist in neuro-
logic nursing at the Montreal Neurological Institute at McGill 
University in Canada. She then became head nurse on the neuro-
medical/neurosurgical ICU at MGH. Kathy has presented a paper 
to the American Assoc. of Neurological Nurses and is awaiting 
it's publication in the AANN journal. Kathy is enjoying the outdoor 
life in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains - running 
marathons, bike racing, and mountain climbing. She is a full time 
student in biology and is working part-time in the ICU. Kathy 
wants everyone to know that her hair is now natural and that she 
is happy with it! 
Lynne Dempsey, 2036 Arbor Ave., Belmont, CA 94002. Lynne 
received her B.S.N. from U.O.P. in 1978 and then moved to Stan-
ford, CA. She completed her M.S.N. in 1980 and specialized in 
G.l. (with the program being a surgical clinical specialist). She is 
working as a staff nurse at Stanford. Lynne married Glenn in 1976 
and feels that since they bought a house last year, they have offi-
cially joined the middle class. 
Marie Derickson Flis (Bob), 11999 Ferndale St., Phila., PA 19116. 
Marie married Bob! She worked in the O.R. at Jeff, as a staff nurse 
and then as a head nurse. After the birth of her daughter, Robyn, 
in 1975, she switched to part-time. In 1978, her son, Jonathan, 
was born. She worked two years in an AB clinic teaching birth 
control. She spent this past yr. working in the R.N. pool at Metro-
politan Hospital2 days a week. Marie teaches Sunday School, works 
as a kindergarten classroom mother, and is active with CEA nursing 
mothers. 
Carol Ann Digeorgio Saul, 123 Chestnut St., Brookline, MA 02146. 
Ann Marie Dimarcello Menschner (Mike) , 638 Tindall Ave., Tren-
ton, NJ 08610. Ann Marie was married in 1977. Her husband, Mike, 
works for McGraw-Hill as a district sales manager. They have a son, 
Christopher, born in 1979. She is currently working part-time in 
pediatrics. 
Carol Dinubile, 3440 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60657. Pre-
sently CRNA at Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago. 
Elizabeth Dougherty McGettigan, RD 1, Box 67 AB, Chester 
Springs, PA 19425. After receiving her B.A., she worked as a public 
health nurse. She has been keep quite busy the last few yrs. raising 
four children. 
Nancy Eng Hom (Frank) , Windsor-Perkinville Rd., R D 1, Hights-
town, NJ 08520. Nancy graduated from anesthesia program at 
Jeff and is now a CRNA. She is working in Princeton. She married 
Frank in Jan. of this yr. and they are living on a farm in central NJ. 
Elizabeth Engle Corcory (Ron), 32 E. Merchant St., Audobon, NJ 
08106. Betsy married Ron in 1973. They live in Audobon, NJ and 
enjoy the hobby of remodeling their 80 yr. old home. They have 
two sons, Jeffrey 5 and Matthew 3. They are expecting their third 
in Sept. Ron works for the Dept. of Environmental Protection in 
Trenton, while Betsy works part-time in a neonatal special care 
unit and in a pediatrician's office. 
Helen Erickson, 1100 Newportville Rd., 317F, Croydon, PA 19020. 
Mary Fisher Fish (David) , 910 So. Bodine St., Phila., PA 19147. 
Mary married David Fish in '75 (she liked the name). They have two 
children, Andrew 3Y. and Rachel, 10 months old. After graduation 
Mary worked at Jeff as a staff nurse for three and a half yrs. She 
then went to Pennsylvania Hospital as a head nurse on a surgical 
floor, where she worked for 4 yrs. After starting her family, she 
worked part-time for a nursing pool. They will be moving to Boston 
in July for David's fellowship. Mary says she is already looking for-
ward to returning to Phila.; the following year. 
Anita Freedman Lief, 700 Welsh Rd., Bethayres Valley Apt . D-19, 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. 
Donna Furlong Miller (Carl), 1611 SW Fourth Ave., Pompano 
Beach, F L 33060. 
Patricia Haney Hemphill (Tom), 305 Brainard Blvd., Sharon Hill, 
PA 19079. Pat married Tom in Oct. 1972. She worked at the V .A. 
Hospital for a yr. and then at the Burn Center of the Crozer-Chester 
Medical Center from '73 til '75. A two yr. period of doing Public 
Health followed. Pat returned to the Burn Center from '77 to '80 
and then transferred to pediatrics. She is kept busy with two girls, 
Jennie 5 and Beth Anne 2. She has been politically active in Rights 
of the Handicapped. 
Karen Hand Matejik, Mechanicsville Rd., Mechanicsville, PA 18934. 
Nancy Hawley Imperiale (Tony), 2268 Winchester Dr., Palm Har-
bor, F L 33563. Nancy has been married to Tony for 6 yrs. They 
have two children, Ann Marie 5 and Brian 2. She is working part-
time in labor and delivery in a progressive Florida hospital. 
Eileen King Vanett (Bruce), 736 Hedgegrow Dr., Broomall, PA 
19008. After graduation Eileen worked in the neonatal ICU at 
Jeff. She married Bruce in 74. They moved to NY where Eileen 
worked in the O.R. at St. Vincent's. When they moved to Pitts-
burgh, she worked in the recovery room and was also the head nurse 
of the IV team. Bruce, now an Orthopaedic surgeon, has a sports 
medicine practice at Haverford Hospital. Eileen is working on her 
degree in Health Administration at Eastern Baptist College. 
Kathy Konrad Smith (Mark), 1375 Sagebrush Rd., Palm Springs, 
CA 92262. "After 15 jobs, from staff and head nursing, bridal 
register, and office nursing, I'm at home." I'm majoring in disas-
ter with a minor in housekeeping. I married Mark in 1975, then 
lived in San Diego and Kansas City til July '81, when we returned 
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to Phila. We welcomed our litt le girl, Lisa, in March 1980. We'll 
be moving to southern CA in July, when Mark will finally go into 
practice. 
Elaine Kugler Kulp, 432 Cypress St., Yeadon, PA 19050. 
Barbara Lerch Mclaughlin (Bill), 19 Westwood Circle, Meriden, 
CT 06450. Barbara has worked full time in many places since her 
husband, Bill, was in the Army for 7 yrs. She lived and worked in 
Colorado for 3 yrs., in Panama for 3 yrs. and in Georgia, Penna, 
and Connecticut each for one to 2 yrs. She is presently working 
on a rehab/dermatology unit at Yale-New Haven Hospital and 
taking courses towards her B.S.N. 
Rosemarie Manns Kuprovich (Stephen), 4 Windmill Dr., Clemen-
ton, NJ 08021. 
Arlene Mooney Mcfadden (Edwin), 1226 Joseph Rd., Ambler, 
PA 19002. Arlene writes that she's "mothering". She has two 
children, Laura 5Y. and Eddie 3 yrs. 
Ann Marie Mooty Cawley, 851 N. Promley Ave., Scranton, PA 
18504. 
Cheryl Neff, 339 Kerper St., Phi la., PA 19111. 
Joyce Payne Murschell (Wayne) , 16 Villa Ave., Pitman, NJ 08071. 
Joyce worked at Jeff from graduation til May '74. After that she 
went to St. Agnes Burn Center t il March '75 and then on to Presby-
terian CCU til June '75. After Presby, Joyce worked at Underwood 
Hospital, NJ in CCU and ICU , and has been working there ever 
since. She married Wayne in August '76 and they have a son, Wayne. 
BonniePeffer,3895 N. Front St ., Harrisburg,PA 17110. 
Irene Pfeiffer Slater, 20 Greenb riar Ave., Williamstown, WV 26187. 
Christine Quinn Hodder (Philip). 4219 Hill Forrest Dr., Kingwood, 
TX 77339. Chris married in Sept. '73, and lived in CA for 9 yrs. 
She earned her B.S.N. and worked in Geriatrics. Chris and her hus-
band recently moved to Texas. Still have vivid memories of great 
times at the old dorm! 
Dorothy St. John Brennan (Ed ), 506 Brown St., Selingsgrove, PA 
17870. Dot worked in Rehab at Jeff for a yr. after graduation. Then 
she worked on the IV team at a Community Hospital for 2 yrs. 
In '75, she married her good frie nd from High School, Ed. Dr. Hyett 
delivered all three of her children at Jeff. Terrence Matthew, 6 yrs., 
Tricia, 3 yrs. and Kevin, 9 months. Dot has worked part-time in 
radiology, ICU and now in a nursing and convalescent home. She 
even managed to teach sewing while working part·time in a fabric 
center. 
Christine Sachs McCann (James). 1867 N. Wabash St., IN 46992. 
After graduation, Chris worked on 7th Pav. at Jeff for three months. 
She then went to Franklin & Marshall College while working part-
time as a staff nurse at Columbia General Hospital. From there it 
was back to Phila; to attend the U. of P. and float at Jeff. Chris 
received her B.S.N. from Penn in '75. She married James Patrick 
in '76. Patrick Ross was born in '78 and Paul Dani el in '80. While 
living in Montana, .Chris worked in a variety of settings, teaching 
CPR, in the 0. R. and Peds. The McCanns recently moved to Indiana 
and are expecting their third chi ld in June. (A girl was born, Julia 
Christine on June 12, 1982.) 
Beth Schoeffel Fredrickson, 217 Coral St., Beach Haven, NJ 08008. 
Since graduation Beth has worked at 5 different hospitals, every-
thing from O.B. to ICU. At present she is working part-time at a 
small hospital in Manahawkin, NJ. She was married for 4 yrs. to 
her High School "sweetheart" and this ended in divorce in 1977. 
She has been married to a wonderful guy for the past 3 yrs., has two 
toddler boys, and is expecting her third child in May. 
Carol Scholz Carrick, 17 S. 29th St., Camp Hill, PA 17011. Carol 
was married after graduation and worked as a staff nurse and 4 
f', 
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yrs. as a head nurse at Hershey Medical Center. She is presently 
working there as a supervisor. Has one child, Benjamin, 3 yrs. and 
was expecting her 2nd child in January of this year. (But don't 
know the results as of this writing!). Carol graduated from Penn 
State in 1979 with a degree in Health Management. 
Mary Scott, 5029 Frankford Ave., Phila., PA 19124. Mary worked 
at Pennsylvania Hospital for a yr. in In-Patient Psych unit . Received 
her B.S. from Cedar Crest College in 1975, B.S.N., from the Univ. 
of PA., in 1979, and M.S.N. from Penn in 1981. While she was 
going to school, she worked in many psych settings. Hall Mercer 
Community Mental Health Center; Thomas Jefferson Univ. School 
of Nursing as an assistant instructor ( and as Mary puts it, "I've 
seen the other side and it's every bit as weird as we always expec· 
ted!"); at the Institute of Pennsylvania Hospital. She is currently 
teaching psych at Frankford Hospital School of Nursing. 
Arlene Serchia Seher (Christopher), 707 Chelsea Rd., Absecon, NJ 
08201. Following graduation Arlene worked til summer of 76 in 
Pediatrics, then in an oral surgeon's office til the arrival of her son, 
Keith Albert in Dec. '78. Chris and Arlene also have a daughter, 
Faith Elizabeth, 2% yrs. They are expecting their third child in 
June. 
Nancy Shaffer, 320 West Ave., Elmira, NY 14904. Nancy is living 
in Elmira, NY and teaching in a nursing school. Has been married 
and divorced twice and says, "Oh yuck, some of us don't learn". 
Now married to Mr. Stanton. 
Sandra Snider, 1013 Clinton St., Phila., PA 19107. 
Karen Swartz St. Jean, RR 2, Box 19A, Woodstock, CT 06281. 
After graduation, Karen did a lot of moving around and worked 
in a variety of settings: surgical floor nurse at MGH; camp nursing 
in New Hampshire; mental health nursing with children and adoles-
cents in Phila.; and school nursing in Connecticut. Has traveled to 
Denmark. She is presently living in Woodstock, CT and working 
as a geriatric nurse practitioner at an elderly health screening clinic 
in a senior citizen's center. Karen is also proud of a beautiful daugh-
ter, Jessica lee, 2 yrs. old. 
Margaret Van Dyke Beattie (David), Box 1930 Sunnyhill Ave., 
Williamstown, NJ 08094. Peggy is kept busy working as a senior 
staff nurse in E.R. at Jeff, and going to school part-time at the 
U. of P. for her degree. She is the mother of a beautiful little girl, 
Michelle, who is 4% years old. 
Linda Warminski Belinsky, 922 Foulkrod St., Phila., PA 19124. 
linda married in Oct. 72 and worked for a yr. as a float nurse 
at lower Bucks Hospital. Then worked for 7 yrs. in the field of 
mental retardation with the developmentally delayed infants and 
pre-schoolers as a school nurse, health consultant and day coor-
dinator. Received her B.S. in May '80 and delivered her son, Andrew 
in Oct. '80. She is currently working part-time in an allergist's 
office and volunteers with the American Red Cross. 
Mary Webb Hulick (Peter), P.O. Box 2278, lynchburg, VA 24500. 
Mary married soon after graduation and worked at Our lady of 
lourdes Hospital as a surgical floor nurse. Her husband finished 
Medical School in '73 and they moved to Wilmington. She worked 
at the Wilmington Medical Center and earned a B.S. degree. In '75, 
Mary had a son, Peter James. Her family is now residing in a new 
house built on thirty acres in VA. She works as a part-time recovery 
room nurse and is a member of the Junior league, Medical Auxil-
iary, and Suzuki music program. 
Dolores Welke Obert-Thorn (Michael), 3135 Unruh St., Phila., PA 
19149. Married 9 yrs. Twin girls, Stacy and Dawn are now 2 yrs. 
old. Needless to say I've got my hands full!! 
Patricia Yaekle Yesenosky (Dennis), 1808 S. 14th St., Blue Springs, 
M 0 64015. Pat is kept busy raising her two girls, ages 4% and 
2% yrs. living in Kansas City. 
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Deborah Waters, 1656 Reed 8, San Diego, CA 92109. Just com-
pleted BSN from University of San Diego & plan to start MSN in 
Sept. '83. Currently working in pulmonary medicine. 
Donna Monroe Phelps (lawrence). 3729 Hickory lane, Bensalem, 
PA 19020. larry and I had our third daughter, lauren Michelle, 
last October 24th. We moved to a bigger house this summer. I also 
got my B.S.N . in June. 
Class of 1973 
Joan McDermott Sullivan, 60 Babock St., # 23, Brookline, Mass. 
02146. Married; received M.S. in Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing 
in 1981. 
Gina Corotto Kramer (Kenneth), 158 Shawnee Ave., Easton, PA 
18042. My husband is still a radiologist at Eastorn Hospital. I'm 
kept very busy with our children: Jonathan (7), Sarah (5), Jordan 
(2) and laura (Born Oct. '81 ). Also have 5 cats and 1 dog. 
Susan Dodd, 7911 Manden Rd., Apt. 204, Greenbelt, MD 20770. 
Still working on the neonatal transport team at Children's Hospital 
in Washington, DC. 
Mary Ann Roddy Puglis (Joseph Matthew), 54 Hickory lane, New-
town, PA 18940. We have two children - Gina Marie, age 2 and 
Carl Joseph, 5 months. Joe completed his doctoral requirements 
in January '82. We are happy to be returning to the Philadelphia 
area. 
Bonnie Esten Zuckerman (Murray), 10 lenape Rd., Richboro, PA 
18954. Things are going well. Murray and I are still happily married 
and will soon be celebrating our 6th Anniversary. Nickie is our 
beautiful little girl who will be 2 in September. I recently started a 
new job as In-Service instructor and am working part-time on an 
MSN at Villanova. 
luann Miller Daggett (Robert). 7 Scot Grove Pinner, Middx, U.K. 
Completed my BSN at University of San Francisco. Have 2 children, 
Diane, 3yrs. and Robbie, 2 yrs. Moved to london for 4 years with 
U.S. Navy. 
Genie Goldfarb Green (Zahav), Parkview Gardens, I-10,Jordan Dr., 
Whitehall, PA 18052. Have been working for Medical Personnel Pool 
in Allentown, PA as Director of Nursing Services for over a year 
now and enjoy the change and challenge. We love the Allentown 
area and are anticipating staying here. Am looking forward to a 
10th class reunion next year!! 
Phyllis Heller Richman (Steven), 520A lombard St., Phila., PA 
19147. I am currently working part-time at Pennsylvania Hospital 
on their Orthopaedic floor. Our son, Andrew is 2% yrs. old. Steven 
is a Social work administrator at Einstein Medical Center. If anyone 
is interested in a 10 year reunion - Please let me know!! 
Class of 1974 
Debora Boyle Borkowski (Winslow), 3325 Woolworth St., Omaha, 
NE 68105. "Wins" has finally finished with fellowships and resi-
dencies. Our family will settling in Omaha as of first of May. After 
6 years in Milwaukee and 1 year in Omaha, we feel like midwes-
terners. 
Susan Sheaffer Cantwell (Jeffrey), 389 Evergreen Rd., King of 
Prussia, PA 19406. Jeff and I have been married since June 1975. 
He has successfully taken over the family's manufacturers rep. 
firm - now President, Cantwell Associates, Inc. We have two 
children: Matthew (born May 22, 1978) and Kathryn (born June 
2, 1981). I keep my hand in nursing by occasionally working at 
lankenau Hospital of the I.V. team, of which I was head nurse 
before my son was born. 
Margaret Ott Martin (Michael), 2834 Sunny Hill lane, Dallas, TX 
75234. First child (Christopher Michael) born in Nov. '81. Started 
back to school, part time, for a degree in business administration. 
Wendy Obst Manganiello (Paul), 40 Village Green, West lebanon, 
NH 03784. We are enjoying our New England life and finding our 
little ones growing so fast - Marc is 3 years and lisa is 1 year old. 
Mary Jo Winning McMullin (Matthew), 2013 Tulip Rd., Glenside, 
PA 19038. Married and have one son, age 3% years. Currently 
working as part time Nursing Coordinator at Abington Memorial 
Hospital. 
Margaret (Peggy) Smith, 6902 lawnton St., Phila., PA 19128. 
Earned MSN plus School Nurse Practitioner August 1981. Selec-
ted as one of the outstanding young women of America 1981. 
Presently a pediatric instructor at Bryn Mawr Hospital School of 
Nursing. 
Nancy Hampton Hilkert (Jeffrey), 1024 Mercer Dr., Haddonfield, 
NJ 08033. Working part-time in Intensive Care Nursery at OUr 
lady of lourdes Hospital in Camden, NJ. First child, Jenny Eliza-
beth born March 21, 1981. 
Jean~e Margraf Wagner (K. Thomas), 150 london Bridge Dr., 
Danville, VA 24541. Moved to VA in July for husband, Tom,_ 
who loined an Orthopedic Surgery group after completing resi-
dency in Detroit, Mich. I am busy getting settled & ready for our 
second baby due Aug. 12th. Would love to hear from former class-
mates and I hope to make some future Alumni reunions since I 
will be closer than we were in Michigan. 
Wandie Jo Hunt McCole (Dennis), 165 Crabtree Dr., levittown, 
PA 19055. Work in ICU at lower Bucks Hospital, Bristol, PA. 
Patricia Ann Jones Clark (Mark), P.O. Box 346, Anderson, SC 
29622. Daughter, Shannon, is 3 yrs. old now. I am active in la-
leche league, teaching prepared childbirth classes, working as 
part-time for 2 family doctors in town and am business manager 
for my husband's private family practice. Never a dull moment!! I 
Class of 1975 
Brenda J. Scott Goldberg (Robert l. Goldberg, M.D. '76), 7030 
Walnut Woods Drive, Modesto, CA 95356. We are expecting our 
first child in September 1982! Still living in Modesto, CA, working 
in Bob's office and a local hospital part time. 
June Matthews DeMoya (Jose'), 13 Hawthorne Ct., Maple Shade, NJ 
08053. Our daughter, Margo Kristina, will be 1 year April 29th. I 
am back at work part time as 3 - 11 supervisor at Our lady of 
lourdes, Camden, NJ. 
Susan P. Riggin, 6930 Fulton Ave., #14, N. Hollywood, CA 91605. 
I have been in California for 2 years and work at Children's Hospital 
of los Angeles in the I CU. It's really nice here and I enjoy it. Come 
and find out for yourselves! 
Barbara Hamilton Fox (Robert), R 2, Box f89, 101 S. Main St., 
Plaistow, N H 03865. New position - ICU, Staff Nurse - Hale 
Hospital, Haverhill, Mass. 
Susanne McCullough Hoffman (Gregory), 218 W. Caracas Ave., 
Hershey, PA 17033. Son, Matthew Gregory, born Feb. 4, 1982, 
Wt. 6 lbs. 13% oz. 
Denise Bertram Capaldi (Neil), 5209 Craven Court, Bensalem, PA 
19020. Baby Girl- Christine Michelle- born Jan. 6, 1982. 
Catherine M. Glavely Dowhy (Dennis M.), 128 lambert St., Atco, 
NJ 08004. Have two children and am presently working part-time 
in ICU, also taking courses toward BSN. 
Judith Phillips Vadurro (Ronald), 164 Kendall Blvd., Oaklyn, NJ 
08107. Co-authored article on Hypnosis - It's use in labor and 
Delivery, published in AJN, April '82. Gave birth to a daughter, 
Julia lauren, April14, 1982. 
Maria Triolo Glavey (Gerard), 11 Georgetown Ave., Wilmington, DE 
19809. Have recently stopped working in ICU at the Delaware 
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Division. We are expecting our 2nd child in November. lisa now 
2% yrs. old. Still living in Delaware. 
Susanne McCullough Hoffman (Greg), 1904 laFontaney Court, 
louisville, KY 40223. Husband, Greg, completed Orthopedic 
residency at Hershey, PA. Will be doing 1 year fellowship in Spine 
Surgery. I plan to go back to work in NICU at Children's Hospital 
in louisville. Amanda (age 2%) recently hospitalized but doing 
well, and Matthew (age 4 mo.) is growing like a weed!!! 
Class of 1976 
Kathy Ankenbrand Cochlin (Robert), 405 College Ave., West 
Chester, PA 19380. Keeping busy taking care of two year old 
Karyn and working part time in labor and delivery at Chester 
County Hospital. 
Nancy C. Parks, 712 Coachmen East, lindenwold, NJ 08021. 
After six years, I'm back at Jeff, working in the Delivery Room. 
Eleanor Ann Hansell Cunningham (John), 633 Park Ave., West 
Bristol, PA 19007. I am presently out on disability leave. John is 
still with S & C but is in Phila. store. J.R. is 3, Ryan 2, and boy 
what a hand full!! 
Sue Marriott Sauzet-Parini (Robert), 6757 Friars Road # 32, San 
Diego, CA 92108. Bob's promotion in Jan. '82 led to our location 
in San Diego. Currently doing private duty a few days a week. Have 
to reserve time for Sun & fun. Newest addition to the "famiry'' 
is a Basset Hound, who joins a cat. Would love to hear from fellow 
classmates. Anita, where are you!! 
Class of 1977 
Judith McCullen Deluca (leopaldo), 2626 Woodland Drive, Ft. 
Dodge, Iowa 50501. We moved to Iowa in July 1981. Paldo opened 
up his practice and it is booming! Our first child is due in September 
'82. 
Joan Frelond Sato (Masaniko). 207 Sachem Village, West lebanon, 
NH 03784. Married 9/1fl9. Currently working in Hemodialysis 
Unit at Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital. 
Andrea Rothman Mann (Robert J.), 1025 Clinton St., # 102, 
Philadelphia, PA 19107. Teaching ICU at Frankford School of 
Nursing. Hope to see everyone at our FIFTH Anniversary luncheon. 
Barbara Bachman Symons (Thomas), 3519 Oakmont St., Philadel-
phia, PA 19136. I started a new job- now work in Student/Em-
ployee Health Services at Jeff. I hope to enter the advance place-
ment program in Jefferson's Bac. School of Nursing in September. 
Deborah louise Matthews Stanton (John T.), 1309 Beaverbrook 
Drive, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034. Married 10/28fl8. We moved into a 
home in Cherry Hill in December 78. I have an 8 months old son 
named Ryan Joseph - born 4/19/81. My husband, John, is pre-
sently a Federal Police Officer and works in Philadelphia. He was 
promoted to the position of Sergeant this past year. 
Susan Burrell Sawula (Boris), 199 Gulph Hills -Rd., Wayne, PA 
19087. Staff nurse ICN for 4% years. Boris has started his practice 
in 0 B. Gyn at lankenau Hosp. Things are settling down to normal. 
Patricia Thompsun Jenkins (David), R R 2, Box 24, Franklin Ave., 
Berlin, NJ 08009. Our first child was born 12/4/81 -a beautiful 
baby girl- Kelly Elyce. 
Nancy Donovan Cohen (Edward), 5715 Shetland Court, Bensalem, 
PA 19020. I am expecting my first child on October 31 (Hallo-
ween). Also, I have been working in Hahnemann Hospital's Inten-
sive Care Nursery for 5 years. 
Patricia land herr married Albert Thalheimer, 6910 Oakland St., 
Phila., PA 19149. 
Arlene Weisback married Mr. Black, 8515 Jeanes St., Phila ., PA 
19111. 
Janeane Dupont Sloane married Robert Sloane, 104 Spruce Road, 
Ambler, PA 19002. 
Paula Fiderer Jasionowski (Andrew), 11 Crest Ave., Trenton, NJ 
08638. Had a baby girl, Lauren Michelle born May 10, 1982. She 
is my second child. I also have a son, Stephen, who is 3% years 
old. 
Terry Mayne Colella (Thomas), 9721 Hollowbrook Dr., Pensacola, 
F L 32504. Tom & I married in April '81 , now moving to Florida 
and expecting our first child in December '82. I continue to work 
part-time in Naval Reserves. 
Class of 1978 
Leslie Ann Wilkinson Stickley (Bill) , 3500 President St ., Philadel-
phia , PA 19114. I am still working full-time in a home for retarded 
children and adults. We are -expecting our first baby io May '82. 
I will return to work after a few months off. 
John T. Hitchens, CRNA, 200 Timber Trail, # 2, Bel Air, MD 
21014. Life has been good to me_ I think of my friends often 
- Warmest regards to all. 
Lorraine J~ McCullough, 42 Pennbrook Drive, Haddonfield, NJ 
08033. Will finish BSN in 1983 at Rutgers University. Working 
full time at Cooper Hospital in Intensive Care. 
Joanne Stock Petrelli (Gene), 2300 Pimmit Drive, # 1215, Falls 
Church, VA 22043. Baby due April 1, 1982. We are moving to 
Hawaii this summer. Earned BSN from American University 1981. 
Jennifer Rittle, 317 Cumberland St., Lebanon, PA 17042. I will be 
married 5/15/82 to Robert Cayless. 
Deborah Jones, Box 324, Star Route 3, Big Creek, KY 40914. 
Still in Kentucky at FNS mainly doing midwifery. Stop by on 
your way to the World's Fair!!! 
Joan Wolbert Reimer (Chip), R.D. 2, 440C, Sunny Hill Ave., Frank-
linville, NJ 08322. We had another son 1/8/82. I'm presently 
working in an OB-Gyn doctor's office. Plan to return to Labor and 
Delivery Rooms in the fall. 
Alice Leisch, 802 Selma St., Philadelphia, PA 19116. Carl Guarino 
and I will be married in June. I am presently still working at Jeffer-
son on 3 West. We will be staying in the Philadelphia area after we 
are married, but I will probably be seeking a new job with more 
"regular" hours. 
Regina lnsogna Procopio (Peter), 118 West Oak Ave., Glenolden, 
PA 19036. Married June 19, 1982 to Peter J. Procopio. Working 
as a staff nurse in Jefferson's 0 R since June 1981. 
Theresa A. Franzone married Ray Seemans, 902 W. 21st St., Wil-
mington, DE 19802. 
Lee Patrick, 4051 "K" St_, Phila., PA 19124. I am currently a 
Nursing Supervisor (7 - 3 shift) at a skilled care facility in Wynd-
moor. 
Sherry McNeal O'Brien (Thomas Patrick), 3031 Southern Elm Ct., 
Fairfax, VA 22031 . Have a beautiful son named Christopher born 
2/81. Became a Certified Emergency Nurse this past Spring & have 
been pursuing my BSN at George Mason University in Fairfax, VA. 
Diane Warden Carugno (Lonnie), 831 N. Bucknell St., Phila., PA 
19130; Lonnie and I moved to Fairmount. We are living in a house 
on a cute little street. Presently still at Jeff in Labor and Delivery 
and Lonnie is working for Phila. Housing Authority. Hello to all 
my classmates. Drop by. 
Class of 1979 
Lisa Ann Keegan Sarcewicz (Peter Paul), 161ris Rd., Levittown, PA 
19057. Married July 11, 1980. Now work ing as staff nurse in Re-
hab. Dept_, Rolling Hill Hospital - am involved in stage develop-
ment programs at the hospital. My husband is a Contract Adminis-
trator for the Air Force. 
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L. Jeanne Humpbreville Leisner (Bill Leisner, M.D., JMC '80), 
2126 Main Blvd., Allentown, PA 18104. Bill and I celebrated 
our first anniversary Sept. 6, 1981. Enjoying working the hours 
I want with a Medical Personnel Pool (Agency Nursing), also work-
ing part time with an orthopaedic surgeon in the office. Quite a 
switch from hospital nursing. Hope everyone is well! 
Diane Foley, 8106 Elsee Drive, Orlando, F L 32807. I am work~ng 
in Orlando Regional Med . Center's Trauma Center. We are lookmg 
forward to Helicopter transport in near future. 
M. Elaine Harkins Lack, 2566 School Ct ., Bethlehem, PA 18017. 
As of 2/8/82, staff nurse in a Cardiac Teaching Unit at Ash Hospital 
in Allentown, PA - (day position). I was married on August 8, 
1981. My husband is a doctoral candidate in Chemical Engineering 
at Lehigh University. I am currently making plans to return to 
school on a part-time basis. 
Anite Finkelman Devlin (Joseph Delvin, M.D.l, 143 W. Butler St., 
York, PA 17403. Rose Marie was a year old in Dec. '81. I am a 
staff nurse part time in York Hospital's Medical ICU. I attend 
York College part time for my BSN . Joe is still a Family Practice 
Resident and will be finished in June '83. 
Sharon Miller Chilton (Mark), 2991 School House Lane, Philadel-
phia, PA 19144. Still working in the operating room at Jeff. Mark 
is continuing his Orthopaedic Residency, also at Jeff. 
Kathleen A. Warner Schneider (William B.), 420 Rolling Green 
Place, Macungie, PA 18062. I was married last May (1981) . I'm 
living in Allentown and work as a staff nurse on a med-surg floor. 
Donna Lynn Callahan Stabler (Craig Stabler, M.D .. ), Village Lane 
Apts_, Oak House 4, Abington , PA 19001. Craig will be starting 
his Orthopaedic Surgery Residency in July at the University of 
Miami, Florida. 
Sandra Lee Wilson (Robert F.) , 1305-A Forbes St., Greenville, NC 
27834. Bob is graduating in May. We will be relocating then- hope-
fully back up north. 
Karen Hollander, 2220 Knorr St., Phila., PA 19120. 1 will be getting 
married to Richard Bernardini on August 7, 1982. I am working in 
the Recovery Room at Children's Hospital of Phila. 
Terri A. Schwarz, 3278-22 S. Semoran Blvd., Orlando, F L 32807. 
Plan to graduate from Fla. Southern College with a BSN in Decem-
ber '82. Now working at Brookwood Community Hospital (AMI 
Corporation) as the Head Nurse of a Progressive Care Unit. Planning 
and designing a cardiac Rehab. Program. 
Stacey F. Cassel, Home address, 1983 Audubon Dr., Dresher, PA 
19025. Forwarding address, 434 W. George St ., Phila., PA 19123. 
Work at Metropolitan Hospital. I am Head Nurse in Oncology. 
Maureen Dietzler married Mr. Fitzgerald, 203 Valley Brook Dr., 
Lancaster, PA 17601. 
Kathleen S. Ghegan married Dominic D'Aiessandro , 501 Erhardt 
Ave ., Beverly, NJ 08010. 
Laura Goldberg married Bruce Gutter, 929 Spruce St., # C, Phila. 
PA 19107. ' 
Susan O'Donnell married Mr. Fitzgerald, 1113 Satara Ct., Salem, 
Oregon 97404. 
Class of 1980 
Patricia Ann Mock Clark (Kevin), 9 Hemlock Rd., Levittown, PA 
19056. Presently working on General Cardiopulmonary Floor at 
T JU H. Will start working in M CCU in June. 
Mary Ann Mullen Ragone (Louis), Apt_ 60-B, Village of Stoney 
Run , Maple Shade, NJ 08052. Working as staff nurse on surgical 
floor at Jeff. Was married Sept. 1981. 
Donna Kloss Casey (Joseph), 903-B, 45th St., Niceville, FL 32578. 
Presently working in medical-surgical nursing at General Hospital 
of Fort Walton Beach, Florida. 
Pamela Weippert Goldenberg (Raymond), 406 Fanshawe St., Phila-
delphia, PA 19111. Married in April 1981. Just bought a house in 
Lawndale. 
Marianne Maxwell Ostrow (Curt F.), Sutton Towers 915A, Collings-
wood, NJ 08107. Still working on 9 West Orthopedics. Celebrating 
1 year Anniversary May 23, 1982. 
Terri Koch Martin (Terry), 3943 Stonecliffe Drive, Monroeville, 
PA 15146. Married April 1982. Will attend University of Pitts-
burgh part-time in the fall. 
Kristen Sharpe Haag (Ted), 2068 Hastings Way, Mt . Laurel, NJ 
08054. Moved from NY to Mt. Laurel, NJ. I am now working 
at Burlington County Hospital in the O.R. and loving it!! (4 days 
a week). Married over 1 year. 
Ann Curcio, 950 Walnut St., Phila ., PA 19107. I am working as a 
Staff Nurse on a Cardio-Pulmonary Unit at Jefferson and 1 am 
going to school part-time for my BSN. 
Mary Ann Brady Stephany (Edward), 5735 Elmwood Ave., Phila., 
PA 19143. Ed and I are the proud parents of a boy, Kevin, born 
on May 27th, at a whopping 10 lbs. 2oz. 
Jeanne Bundens Rossiter, 904 Silver Court, Hamilton Square, NJ 
08690. Presently working as a staff nurse in the O.R. at Hamilton 
Hospital, Hamilton Square, NJ. Loving every minute of it!! 
Marci Force married Thomas Green, 10 Long Bow Court, Sickler-
ville, NJ 08081. 
Barbara Engel married Charles Kenny, 213 W. Nicholson Rd., 
Audubon, NJ 08106. 
Ursula Maslofsky, 216 Richards Ave., Atco, NJ 08004. Transferred 
from 13th Pavilion to Jeff's SICU. Wish to hear from Barry, Whip-
pies and Debbie Shaeffer. 
Class of 1981 
Nancy Pritts Rose (Gilbert), 1236 South 10th St., Philadelphia, PA 
19147. Husband has a B.A. in Psychology from Franklin Marshall 
College '79 and is presently a freshman at Lankenau (Diploma) 
School of Nursing program -graduates in '84. 
Sylvia M. Spaeth, 2101 Chestnut St., # 1524, Phila., PA 19103. 
I am still working at HUP as a staff nurse on Post-Partum Nursery. 
I have returned to school for my BSN. I am currently attending 
the University of Penna. 
Sandra Souder Sisk (Daniell, 2517 Dunks Ferry Rd., Devonshire 
Apts. M-304, Bensalem, PA 19020. Working as an OB/GYN nurse 
at Lower Bucks Hospital in Bristol, PA. 
Lisa Kelly Sakser (Ernest J.), 170 Terwood Rd ., Aot. E-47, Willow 
Grove, PA 19090. I am still working in Isolation at Chestnut Hill 
Hospital in Phila. Ernest and I were married December 19, 1981. 
He teaches Art at Jenkintown High School. 
Marla Pantalone, 1927 Oueenswood Dr., Apt. L-206, York, PA 
17403. I am now Marla P. Carpenter as of June 19, 1982. My 
husband , Kim, is doing a 3 year Family Medical residency at York 
Hospital. 
Lisa Bressi married Vincent Auletta, 212 E. 85th St. 3D, New 
York, NY 10028. 
Martha E. Boylan, 2127 Arleigh Rd ., Cinnaminson, NJ 08077. 
My fiance', Paul Conda and I have bought a house in Cinnamin-
son. Our wedding date is October 15, 1983. 
Class of 1982 
Barbara A. Kominsky married Mr. Leone, 193 Leonard Ave., Clarks-


















Mary Esther Bowser Benton 
Deliah Hendricks Lloyd 
Elizabeth Stewart Ewing 
Lillian Angwin Nigh 
Esther Louise Goldberg 
Helen Rebert Murray 
Edna Shearer Richards 













Emma Maus Smeck 
Frances Rakestraw Eutermarks 
Dorcas Anstine Ward 
Florence Stelzer Barndt 
Ethel Lynch Taylor 
Alice Richard James 
Lucille Edmonds Hand 
Ruth Butler Sowers 
Elizabeth Sitgreaves Eichlin 
Eva Workheiser Shook 
Patricia Loftus O'Riordan 
CAPS 
Jefferson caps may be purchased from Student Profiles , Inc., 106 Gay Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19127, at a 
cost of $5.00 each, plus a one dollar postage and handling charge. 
Identification and an order blank may be obtained by directing correspondence to the Di rector, Student Affairs and 
Services, College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19107. 
PINS 
Jefferson pins may be purchased from J .E. Caldwell and Company, Chestnut and Juniper Streets, Philadelphia, PA 
19107 (graduates prior ro 1969) and from Neff Jewelers, 742 Sansom Street (graduates 1969 and after). 
Identification may be obtained by directing correspondence to the Director, Student Affairs and Services, College of 
Allied Health Services, Thomas Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19107. 
TRANSCRIPTS 
All requests for transcripts must be submitted in writing to the Registrar, College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas 
Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19107. Requests should be submitted at least a month 
prior to the date needed, giving the name of the institution to which you want them to be sent. There is a $2.00 fee for 
each transcript. Checks should be made payable to the College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University. 
CLASS ADDRESS LISTS 
Class lists are available from the coordinator of the Alumni Office at a charge of $2 .50 per list. Please enclose a long, 
self-addressed envelope. If you have occasion to write to the Alumni Association, please use your first name, maiden name, 
married name; also, include the year you graduated. 
We urge you to notify the secretary of the Alumni Association of any corrections, marriages, deaths or changes of 
address. Help us keep errors at a minimum and our files accurate. 
Student lounge is on first floor of Martin Residence 
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM 




PRESENTPHONENUMBER ________________________ __ 
PRESENT POSITION----------------------------------------------------------------
PERSONALNEWS------------------------------------------------------------------
Mai l to : Nurses' Alumni Association, Thomas Jefferson University , Philadelphia, PA 19107. (Room M-2, JAH) 
James R. Martin Residence 
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NOTICE 
ALUMNI LUNCHEON DATE 
MAY 14, 1983 
11:30 A.M. 
JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL 
1020 Locust Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
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